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At Aerojet Rocketdyne, our people further the exploration of space, and keep America safe. It doesn't get much better than that. A world-recognized aerospace and defense leader providing propulsion and energetics to the space, missile defense, strategic, tactical missile and armaments areas, our projects present tangible opportunities for you to make a significant impact and be recognized for your outstanding work.

We work on projects that are substantial enough to be challenging, yet focused in objective, so your individual contribution is never lost in the process. We stress a strong ethical workplace, both in relation to the work we do and the sense of fairness that is extended to all employees, regardless of background.

We value the contributions of every employee and recognize that people with unique backgrounds and experiences contribute to the strength of our company. Our people are united in a quest to defy the boundaries of possibility. Are you ready to join us?

We have opportunities available in
- Engineering
- Program Management
- Supply Chain
- Quality & Mission Assurance
- Manufacturing
- Finance/Accounting
- Contracts Administration

You can view a complete listing of our employment opportunities and apply online. Visit us at rocket.com.

We offer a challenging work environment, a comprehensive relocation package and excellent benefits, including a 401(k), educational assistance, generous vacation/paid time off, and an alternative work schedule for most positions.

Principals only. Equal Opportunity Employer/Minorities/Females/Veterans/Disability.

Additional information about Aerojet Rocketdyne can be obtained by visiting the companies’ websites at www.rocket.com and at www.aerojetrocketdyne.com.

©1942–2017 Aerojet Rocketdyne. All rights reserved.
Imagine it. Build it. Be the first.

Since 1951, when MIT Lincoln Laboratory was established to build the nation’s first air defense system, the Laboratory has been applying advanced technology to problems critical to national security. In addition to an impressive record of technical innovation in communications, space surveillance, advanced electronics, and air and missile defense, today the Laboratory is also leading the way in newer areas such as cyber security, integrated sensing and decision support and homeland protection.

Behind every Laboratory solution are researchers with exceptional technical abilities and imagination, developing systems from the initial concept stage, through simulation and analysis, to design and prototyping, and finally to real world demonstrations. Cross-disciplinary collaboration and the breadth of Lincoln Laboratory’s research enable continuous technical growth for its scientists – and they also inspire unparalleled creativity. In the past six years, MIT Lincoln Laboratory has been awarded 26 R&D 100 Awards that recognize the year’s 100 most significant innovations in technology. All positions are located in Lexington, MA.

www.ll.mit.edu/employment

MIT Lincoln Laboratory is an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment and will not be discriminated against on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, veteran status, disability status, or genetic information. Due to the unique nature of our work, we require U.S. citizenship.

Political advocacy and motivated by a need to attract and retain a diverse, talented workforce, many organizations have adopted LGBTQ nondiscrimination policies. As political and cultural dynamics shift, however, the status of these advancements may come into question.

Imagine it. Build it. Be the first.
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Working at NSA has made me feel an ... ‘Incredible Sense of Pride’

Glorian Rivera-Alvarez has been on an upward trajectory since college. Now, the NSA Chief of Staff gets to foster the same growth in her own engineering team.

After earning a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering and two master’s degrees, she began her NSA career as a design engineer and moved through the ranks of several leadership positions. She now manages the staff that supports the analysts and engineers who work in the Vulnerability Solutions team.

“The most satisfying part,” she says, “is encouraging my team to develop creative solutions, and then seeing what they deliver, which is always much more than I could have imagined.”

NSA offers technical professionals:
- Tuition assistance
- Professional training and development
- Leadership opportunities
- A friendly environment that fosters innovation
- The time to enjoy family and friends
- An opportunity to contribute to the good of the nation

Apply today for the following STEM fields:
- Computer/Electrical Engineering
- Computer Science
- Cybersecurity
- Data Science
- Information Assurance
- Mathematics
- Cryptanalysis
- Signals Analysis
- Security & Counterintelligence
- Paid Internships, Scholarships & Co-op
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A Month of Celebration and Advocacy

From year to year, the spring issue of SWE has had familiar themes. Published in March, a month that includes International Women’s Day on the 8th, plus ongoing women’s history celebrations in the United States and other countries, it’s fitting that we examine policies that affect women, as well as honor and celebrate women’s contributions.

To more effectively and thoroughly cover policy and research, however, earlier this month we published an additional, special issue of the magazine. This special research issue is a “first.” It is available on the SWE Magazine app, designed for mobile devices and downloadable through the App Store or Google play. To view on desktop and laptop-computers, type into your browser: http://bit.ly/SWEMagSpecialIssue

A print version is also available for purchase through www.Amazon.com.

The special issue was released in time for SWE’s Congressional Visits day, providing background helpful to our advocacy event. But you don’t need a special time or group activity to advocate, and the special issue provides easy access to information that supports those efforts.

A GOOD MATCH
SWE’s special research issue contains the annual literature review, which had been a longtime staple of the spring issue, plus articles on specific research, such as SWE’s recent study, “Climate Control: Gender and Racial Bias in Engineering.” Policy issues are covered in detail, including Title IX in the United States, as well as efforts in Europe and Canada, toward greater gender equity. Conducting research with gender analysis as the basis is the topic of an especially interesting article on gendered innovations.

The content of the special issue pairs well with the spring issue, though here we take a bit more celebratory tone. Women’s History Month takes place not only in the United States during March, but also in the United Kingdom and Australia. In Canada, October is set aside to honor women’s history, highlighted by Persons Day on Oct. 18. International Women’s Day, however, is celebrated throughout the world.

In this issue you will find:
• “Women Engineers You Should Know,” now an annual feature, embodies the spirit of Women’s History Month by honoring the contributions and lives of women who might otherwise go unrecognized.
• “The Archives and the Archivist: Sharing SWE’s Story Together” takes an in-depth look at the rich history found in the Society’s archives, and the archivist who, for the past nine years, has carefully curated and promoted the collection.
• “LGBTQ Employment Policy Caught in the Crosscurrents” is a thorough examination of workplace policies, resources, and personal experiences, in the backdrop of potentially shifting social and political dynamics.
• For fun, our cover story, “Engineering the Magic of Live Entertainment,” addresses the use of technology in live entertainment and the collaboration that takes place between artists, designers, and engineers.

And lastly, our upfront news department offers informative content ranging from the women of NASA who are poised to shape the frontiers of space exploration, to the massive influx of women interested in running for public office. Our Voices and Views, in the back of the book, provide personal insights and perspectives.

I encourage you to spend some time with both magazines. Each offers content particularly relevant to women engineers, with much to absorb, reflect upon, and put to practical use.

Anne M. Perusek
Director of Editorial & Publications
anne.perusek@swe.org
Women in the Statehouse

Your article “Women in the Statehouse” (Winter 2017) was very timely in light of the current political situation.

When I retired from 35+ years in the aerospace industry, I became involved with the League of Women Voters of Utah. The League of Women Voters is a national organization that was formed in 1920, when women received the right to vote. It is nonpartisan and does not support candidates; rather, we study issues and develop consensus positions among our members. We then use these positions to lobby for or against legislative initiatives at the national or state level. Our website is www.lwv.org.

The League of Women Voters of Utah has recently studied and developed positions on constitutional conventions, human trafficking, indigent defense (Article 6 of the Constitution), water use, sexual violence, and death with dignity. We have lobbied our legislators on these issues and, I believe, have influenced potential legislation. Our website is www.lwvutah.org.

Organizations like the League of Women Voters need people (yes, like SWE, have many male members) with STEM backgrounds to find structured processes using real data to assess proposed legislation. People with scientific educations are rare in state legislatures and on the many commissions, committees, and councils the legislature creates.

Not everyone has the inclination or resources to run for and hold office, but every SWE member can be involved with state and local politics at some level. I encourage SWE members to consider joining and contributing to organizations like the League of Women Voters. The education and experience of SWE members is invaluable to political organizations that want to make our community better. And, of course, be informed and vote in every local, state, and federal election!

Sincerely,
Nicola Nelson
Co-Legislative Director
League of Women Voters of Utah
Member # 25672
North Salt Lake, Utah

Please see our follow-up, “A Force to Reckon With,” in this issue.

— Editor

Traditionally, the Readers Forum has provided an opportunity to respond to articles or comment on topical issues. Communications are printed on a space available basis; we reserve the right to edit for clarity or to meet space requirements. All opinions are those of the writer and in no way the responsibility of the Society of Women Engineers or SWE Magazine.

Send comments, opinions, or observations to swemag@swe.org. Or, by regular mail to: Letters, SWE Magazine, Society of Women Engineers, 130 E. Randolph Street, Suite 3500, Chicago, Illinois 60601.

Yet another way to engage with the material in SWE is through the Society’s social media — Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Tumblr, as well as through All Together. Social media is a space that allows like-minded individuals a way to discuss issues and contribute to the conversations started in SWE Magazine.

“SWE Magazine is a publication of the Society of Women Engineers, 500 Columbus Drive, Prospect Heights, IL 60070. © 2017 Society of Women Engineers. All rights reserved. ISSN 0273-7984. SWE Magazine is published monthly by the Society of Women Engineers. This magazine is a registered trademark of the Society of Women Engineers. Production: SBE Publishing Services, Inc., Rowlett, Texas. Production Director: Susan L. Ekleberry. Advertising Director: Kris F. Kinsey. Phone: 214-663-6650. Fax: 214-663-6651.”

Licensure

Earn the credential that’s recognized wherever engineering takes place. The process of becoming a P.E. prepares you to make an impact, increases your earning capacity, and enhances your professional prestige.

In short, the P.E. is your key to greater career freedom and more opportunities. This is the time to stand out. And nothing says outstanding like professional engineer.

Sincerely,
Heather Dougherty, P.E.
Federal Research Engineer
Ph.D. Candidate, Virginia Tech
SWE Magazine Launches Special Research Issue

By Anne Perusek, SWE Director of Editorial and Publications

A special issue of SWE Magazine devoted to research was launched in early March 2017. Inspired by the annual literature review — which formed the backbone of the issue — the special publication also includes details on SWE’s most recent research, plus a thoughtful look at gender, research, and policy, and ways the interrelationship between them is understood and applied in both the United States and overseas.

The special issue is available through the SWE Magazine app. A print copy can be ordered for $10.95 through Amazon.com. This spring marks the 15th anniversary of the annual SWE literature review — our examination of the previous year’s social science literature concerning women in engineering and other STEM disciplines. The literature review has been a staple every year since its debut in 2002, typically appearing in the regular spring issue of the magazine.

Learn more about SWE’s literature review on SWE’s research site, http://research.swe.org/literature-reviews/ and in a podcast with two of the authors of this year’s literature review, https://soundcloud.com/swepodcasts/diverse-episode-14-women-engineers-research-and-current-literature.

The special publication also includes:

• Thinking Differently About Design and Research
  This in-depth interview with Londa Schiebinger, Ph.D., adds another dimension to the business case for diversity. The John L. Hinds Professor of History of Science at Stanford University, Dr. Schiebinger leads gendered innovation breakthroughs as director of the European Union/United States Gendered Innovations in Science, Health and Medicine, Engineering, and Environment Project. Dr. Schiebinger’s work demonstrates how sex and gender analysis leads to better science and to discovery across STEM fields. In addition, the article looks at the work of Ellie Cosgrave, Ph.D., a researcher from the United Kingdom whose work on gender and design has arrived at similarly interesting conclusions.

• A Deeper Look at Gender and Racial Bias
  SWE’s recent study, “Climate Control: Gender and Racial Bias in Engineering,” quantifies the experiences of underrepresented groups and provides a wealth of firsthand information about how implicit bias plays out in the profession. This article examines both the quantitative findings and qualitative comments made by study participants.

• Title IX at 45
  As we approach the 45th anniversary of Title IX — the groundbreaking antidiscrimination law ensuring protection against sex discrimination in education — experts weigh in on progress made in recent years, and what is needed to ensure it continues.

• Growing an Ecosystem to Ensure Gender Equality
  Looking at policy overseas, we discuss varied approaches toward resolving gender-based inequities. Policymakers in Europe and Canada are taking direct and uncompromising actions and our interviews with them highlight the rationale and effectiveness of these methods.

Conducting research, analyzing that research, and posing and pursuing new research questions — these undertakings inform us in establishing best practices to diversify the profession. These same efforts will also help to ensure a robust and diverse pipeline of future engineers and STEM professionals.

Thank you to SWE’s Corporate Partnership Council for supporting this special issue of SWE Magazine.
Making History Aboard the International Space Station

NASA astronaut Jeanette Epps’ historic space mission inspires girls to reach for the stars.

By Sandra Guy, SWB Contributor

The first African-American astronaut scheduled to stay aboard the space station as a crew member says she’s excited to be a role model for girls interested in engineering and STEM careers, and she already encourages girls as young as 6 to never be deterred.

“I tell girls to follow their dreams, and don’t let anyone tell you that you can’t do that because you are a girl or because you are black,” said Jeanette Epps, Ph.D., who will make history in her scheduled May 2018 stay aboard the space station. “Even if sometimes you might not reach your entire goal, you can reach a very high level as long as you go after what you love.”

Though NASA has sent 14 African-American astronauts into space, none has stayed aboard the International Space Station as a crew member.

Dr. Epps calls flying in space “a humbling experience” as well as one in which she hopes to show young people the importance of teamwork, leadership, and working diligently to complete one’s tasks. She says the astronauts aboard the space station will conduct regular interviews while they do experiments, take space walks, and maintain the space station.

“When students see us, I hope that we can inspire them to want to do the same thing,” she said.

The 36-year-old, a native of Syracuse, New York, credits her twin sister, Janet, with helping steel her resolve.

“Having a sister, a friend who validated that I could be who I wanted to be and whatever I wanted to be was essential,” she said. Janet is now a molecular cell biologist who works at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in Washington, D.C.

“I tell girls to follow their dreams, and don’t let anyone tell you that you can’t do that because you are a girl or because you are brown or because you are black.”

Jeannette Epps, Ph.D.

Dr. Epps and her twin, two of their family’s seven children, went to Le Moyne College on a scholarship. Dr. Epps said she encourages today’s students to seek out scholarships, too.

“Scholarships are tough to get, but there are so many out there, some aren’t fulfilled every year, so it’s worth it to do a diligent job of looking for those that fit your passion,” Dr. Epps said.

She earned a bachelor of science in physics, and her master’s and a doctorate of philosophy in aerospace engineering from the University of Maryland.

Dr. Epps said she urges girls to take thoughtful chances with their careers, too, as she did when she took a job at Ford Motor Co. after she finished graduate school, and then accepted a job offer from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) while she was working as a technical specialist in Ford’s scientific research lab.

“I’m glad I took those opportunities as they came up,” she said.

Dr. Epps said she welcomes private firms, or companies who are starting up in space, such as SpaceX CEO Elon Musk’s goal, announced on Feb. 27, to fly two space tourists around the moon in 2018.

“WE WANT TO INSPIRE THEM TO REACH FOR THE STARS,”

Dr. Epps calls flying in space “a humbling experience” as well as one in which she hopes to show young people the importance of teamwork, leadership, and working diligently to complete one’s tasks.

“I TELL GIRLS TO FOLLOW THEIR DREAMS, AND DON’T LET ANYONE TELL YOU THAT YOU CAN’T DO THAT BECAUSE YOU ARE A GIRL OR YOU ARE BROWN OR BECAUSE YOU ARE BLACK.”

Jeanette Epps, Ph.D.

Dr. Epps said her parents — her dad a construction worker and her mom a keyboard player, neither of whom went to college — “didn’t know what to do with us, but they knew how to encourage us so they provided us with books and resources.”
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How Women Are Shaping the Frontiers of Space Exploration
The Society of Women Engineers engages with women engineers and scientists at NASA.

By Hanna Eichler George, SWE Fund Development Manager

From a pool of more than 1,000 applicants, the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) was selected by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) as one of 40 participants to attend a NASA Social event prior to the Feb. 19, 2017, launch of the SpaceX Dragon via the Falcon 9 rocket for the Commercial Resupply Services (CRS)-10 [1] mission to the International Space Station (ISS).

The NASA Social experience provided SWE the opportunity to engage with subject matter experts about upcoming research, farming in space, renewable energy, travel to Mars, and the Future of the Kennedy Center as a multi-user spaceport.

The NASA Social experience provided SWE the opportunity to engage with subject matter experts about upcoming research, farming in space, renewable energy, travel to Mars, and the Future of the Kennedy Center as a multi-user spaceport.

Energy, travel to Mars, and the future of the Kennedy Space Center as a multi-user spaceport. SWE also attended press briefings, met astronauts, toured usually restricted areas, and viewed the (once scrubbed and then successful) launch of Falcon 9 from historic Launch Complex 39 Pad A, where most Apollo and shuttle missions began.

While any rocket launch is exciting, SWE came to NASA with one question in mind: How are women shaping the frontiers of space exploration?

To answer this question, SWE engaged with female engineers (who remotely administer experiments on the ISS and who are building a launch pad for future heavy-lift rockets) and heard from female scientists (who are directing studies sent to the ISS via CRS-10). Not only are women leading innovation in engineering and science at NASA, their work is critically interlinked in shaping the frontiers of space exploration.

At the Frontier of Engineering and Space
Regina Spellman is overseeing the retrofitting of Launch Complex 39 Pad B, where NASA’s most powerful rockets will begin their journeys to space. Significant modifications and upgrades need to happen to 39-B in order for NASA’s most powerful rockets to fly. Spellman, who was a SWE member while earning her mechanical engineering degree at Purdue, said she never dreamed she would actually be able to take a class in Fortran programming, which she enrolled in after hearing NASA needed coders who were proficient in the language. She has worked at NASA’s Langley Research Center since 1999 and also earned an M.S. in mechanical engineering from George Washington University in 2003. Now, in working on SAGE III, Thornton is not only taking vital measurements of Earth’s climate, but also advancing the capacity to do large-scale research projects on the ISS.

At the Intersection of Engineering, Science, and Space
Without infrastructure to launch rockets or the ability to conduct large-scale research projects, it would be impossible for scientists to conduct studies in the microgravity available at the ISS National Laboratory.

One example of an innovative study delivered to the ISS via CRS-10 is a critical study that was sent to the ISS via CRS-10: Dr. Hamamisheh’s work has helped the Department of Defense, the U.S. Army, and the general
public better understand and treat the PTSD experienced by our service members and veterans. Dr. Hammamieh is the deputy director of the Integrative Systems Biology Program at USACEHR. She earned her Ph.D. in molecular biology from Georgetown University.

For example, the Raven module, also being sent to the ISS via CRS-10, will autonomously measure incoming and departing vehicles to the ISS. As Jolyn Russell explains, this two-year project will lead to new technology that will enable autonomous refueling of satellites (to lengthen their lifespan) and spacecraft (to ensure they can reach places in deep space, such as Mars). Russell, who also worked as a senior mechanical systems engineer at NASA, is now the deputy robotics program manager at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center’s Satellite Servicing Projects Division in Maryland.

In this new era of space exploration, SWE is pleased to see so many women at the forefront of technological advancements, engineering breakthroughs, and scientific discovery. Never stop exploring and remember to #BeThatEngineer!

Endnotes:

A Force to Reckon With
Many expected to witness a Hillary Clinton presidential victory, inspiring other women to seek elected office. But something very different happened. Between Clinton’s defeat on Nov 8, 2016, and the Women’s March on Jan. 21, 2017, unprecedented numbers of women have become energized to run for office.

By Meredith Holmes, SWE Contributor

As a group, women have tended to be reluctant to run for office unless recruited or convinced they were very qualified. Now, they no longer appear to be held back by their qualms. Hundreds of political leadership training programs across the country that give women the tools and information they need to run for elected office report record numbers registering for training.

She Should Run, a nonpartisan organization that aims to expand the number of women in elected office, has had 6,000 women participate in its incubator program since Nov. 8, 2016. Emerge America, which supports the election of Democratic women, has seen an 8 percent increase in applications for its training.

EMILY’s List, which funds the campaigns of pro-choice Democratic candidates, has had 4,000 women express an interest in running for office since election day — four times the number who have reached out to the organization in the last two years. There were 500 women at the EMILY’s List candidate training session held in Washington, D.C., on Jan. 22, 2017, and a waiting list of 500 more.

The nonprofit Center for American Women and Politics (CAWP), headquartered at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New Jersey, has affiliates in 20 states. CAWP has also seen significant increases in registration for its one-day, Ready to Run® candidate training sessions, which cover fundraising, organizing a campaign and mobilizing voters, navigating party structure, and media training. Jean Sinzdak, associate director of CAWP, said, “I don’t have a national number, but I can say that all of the programs either sold out or expanded their space to accommodate additional participants. There is definitely a trend of more women registering for Ready to Run.”

Instead of the expected role-model scenario, what has unfolded is a widespread reaction to attacks on issues that women care about, such as public health, education, reproductive rights, and the environment. Do administrations viewed as adversarial actually motivate women more than friendly ones? Sinzdak said, “It certainly appears that way this year. Trump’s win... has galvanized many people into getting involved in politics for a different reason. I’ve had several women say to me, ‘I realized I can’t sit on the sidelines anymore,’ or things to that effect. It’s hard to say, but I think policy concerns are a bigger driver of the uptick of interest than anything else right now. Role models can be helpful, but I don’t think that’s what’s happening here. Most of the interest we’re seeing, at least anecdotally, comes from Democratic or progressive women. So that makes me think this is about policy more than anything else.” Among New Jersey Ready to Run participants who identify their party affiliation, 50 percent are Democrats, and 20 percent are Republicans, she noted.

A comprehensive list of women’s leadership programs can be found on the CAWP website – www.cawp.rutgers.edu

BUILDING A FIRM FOUNDATION
Janna Deitz, Ph.D., directs Ready to Run Illinois, which was launched in 2015. Dr. Deitz is a professor of political science and director of public leadership and outreach for Western Illinois University. She said, “Ready to Run demystifies the campaign process and connects women who have political aspirations.”

Dr. Deitz observed that the impact of women in office is felt in both “policy and process. Women exercise power and leadership in ways that may promote more compromise,” she said. “Many women elected officials remark that they simply get the job done and can work in a more bipartisan fashion.”

Students, including one about the “impostor syndrome,” and the information sessions helpful. The program confirmed her belief in her goals and abilities. She said, “Ready to Run made me realize I can really do this,” she said. “I have the skill set and the information I need.”

Adamson emerged from the November election deeply determined, wanting to run for office immediately. But she took a step back, assessed the political landscape, and decided to wait until 2019. “There were many strong candidates running for that school board spot, and I know two years from now my momentum will be diminished,” she said. “I assigned myself the task of having a plan in place by the time I was 35 (she has been considering for a while, was no different).”

“I THINK ENGINEERING HAS COMPLETELY PREPARED ME FOR HOLDING ELECTED OFFICE. I AM A SYSTEMS ENGINEER, SO IT’S MY JOB TO BE A PROBLEM-SOLVER AND A STRATEGIST. I HAVE EXCELLENT COLLABORATION, TEAM-BUILDING, AND PLANNING SKILLS. ALL OF THESE TRANSLATE WELL INTO POLITICS.”

– Tracy Van Houten, lead systems engineer, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Audrey Adamson, assistant director of student services at Western Illinois University, attended Ready to Run Illinois in 2015 and plans to run for a seat on the Moline school board in 2016.

“I WANT TO GET TO THE POINT WHERE WE TALK ABOUT OUR KIDS, NOT JUST MY KIDS OR YOUR KIDS. I WANT THE SCHOOL BOARD TO CONSIDER EVERY DECISION — INCLUDING FINANCIAL AND FACILITY DECISIONS — IN THE LIGHT OF HOW IT BENEFITS THE CHILDREN. IF I AM ELECTED OFFICE. I AM A SYSTEMS ENGINEER, SO IT’S MY JOB TO BE A PROBLEM-SOLVER AND A STRATEGIST. I HAVE EXCELLENT COLLABORATION, TEAM-BUILDING, AND PLANNING SKILLS. ALL OF THESE TRANSLATE WELL INTO POLITICS.”

– Tracy Van Houten, lead systems engineer, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

If Van Houten is one of the two, top vote-getters (the top two go forward, regardless of party) she will advance to the general election, which will take place June 6.

Van Houten has confirmation from the Library of Congress and the Office of the Historian of the U.S. House of Representatives that if she wins, she...
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Van Houten is realistic about what
she can accomplish in office. "I think
the next two years will be about holding the
line...about standing up to attacks on
families, public education, and the en-
vironment. I would focus on these areas
and hope to bring forward a national
paid family leave policy. Finally, I hope
that by running for this seat, I can inspire
tool all these women engineers I’ve mentored
through SWE to also run for office.”

SEPARING UP AND STANDING UP IN
KENTUCKY

Emerge America, founded in 2002, has
programs in 17 states that offer an
in-depth, 70-hour training program for
Democratic women. Program alumni,
board members, and advisory council
members form a wide network of
support for candidates. Two thousand
Democratic women have gone through
the Emerge America training, which
covers public speaking, fundraising,
campaign strategy, cultural competency,
ethical leadership. In November
2016, there were 214 Emerge America
alumnae on ballots in 16 states; 150 of
them won their elections.

Attica Scott of Louisville, Kentucky, is
one of these successes. She defeated two
Democrats, one a 14-year incumbent, in
the primary and ran unopposed in the
general election. Interested in politics
since college, Scott was an activist,

314 Action: Fact-based Governing

314 Action is a Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit founded by Shaughnessy Naughton, a chemist and business owner. In 2014, with no prior political experience, Naughton ran for U.S. Congress in Pennsylvania’s 8th district. She didn’t win, but came away convinced that the United States needs more STEM professionals in office.

Named for the first three digits of Pi — the most widely known mathematical ratio — 314 Action aims to strengthen communication between scientists and elected officials, advocate for the integrity of science, and enable members of the STEM community to speak out on social issues — particularly climate change. On March 14, Pi Day, 314 Action launched a new effort called “STEM the Divide: Out of the Lab, into Public Office” to encourage scientists to run for elected office. In the 48 hours following the announcement, which included a conference, speakers, and campaign training for first-time, STEM candidates, more than 100 people signed up for the training.

To find out more about 314 Action and STEM the Divide, visit www.314action.org
Growing a Global Community

WE Local is expanding internationally with spring conferences launching in Pune, India, and Amsterdam, Netherlands, offering fresh professional development and networking opportunities, and capped by a trio of powerhouse keynote speakers.

By Seabright McCabe, SWE Contributor

"Since 2009, we’ve had a vision of making the SWE organization global, planning events and activities for critical global markets," Rebecca Wheeler, global programs manager for SWE, said. "Internationally, there's a tremendous need for what we do." To serve that need, the global programs team used a marketing survey to identify areas where SWE services and support were most needed. "Roundtables in Europe and India helped us understand the market a little bit better," Wheeler said. "Initially, most of our meetings were with human resources, and diversity and inclusion leaders, because we needed to better understand the needs of women employees in engineering and technology."

The team strategized what services could be tailored to specific regions and needs. In India, the team launched discussions with women engineers in those areas. Over time, the events expanded in Europe to Germany, Spain, and the United Kingdom, and they continue to grow. "We had our first roundtable in Prague, Czech Republic, last year," Wheeler said. "In India, we’re moving beyond major cities like Bangalore, to this year’s conference in Pune. We also have plans to expand in China, and had our first gathering in Shanghai this past December."

The response has been robust. International SWE membership has grown from 164 in 2009 to 712 today, underscoring the demand for more professional development and networking among women engineers. "Roundtables are usually comprised of around 30-50 people," Wheeler explained. "The turnout has been great, and it’s growing. Whenever we make tickets available, we get a full house with 90 percent turnout."

Conference formats are modeled on the annual WE conference in the U.S., on a smaller scale, with keynote speakers, plenary sessions, workshops, and panel discussions. "We select from the topics of the U.S. discussions, tailoring the sessions to the needs of the local community," Wheeler said.

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES, SIMILAR CHALLENGES

Challenges vary for women in different countries and cultures, but many common themes emerge. "Leaving the profession to raise a family, then onboarding afterward is different in India than it is in Europe, but it’s an issue in both places," Wheeler noted. "For example, in India, women work with very strong cultural expectations as mothers and wives. In Europe, work/life balance issues are similar to those in the United States. Of course, women are a smaller percentage of engineers than men in all three places, but throw in the complication that some industries in Europe struggle to find engineers at all, whether they’re male or female."

International conferences offer mega sessions, workshops, and networking. "Entrepreneurship is definitely a hot topic, but our main focus is on professional development and work/life balance in India and Europe," Wheeler said.

KEYNOTES OFFER INSPIRATION, MOTIVATION

Priya Kumar, an internationally known motivational speaker and bestselling author of eight books, including The Calling — Unlock Your True Self, will deliver the opening keynote at the Pune conference on March 22. Recognized as a leading authority on personal breakthrough and experiential learning, she will speak on mindset, transformation, new beginnings, and partnerships in daily life. Key points of her audience-participation-style presentation include building confidence, increasing personal contributions and commitment, taking personal initiatives, and aligning vision and goals for projects’ collective success.

Kumar is featured in a number of videos available on YouTube. In one of them, "The Art of Problem Solving," Kumar uses the example of having a difficult supervisor or boss to discuss a unique way to prevent a situation from becoming overwhelming. "Seek to be productive in the moment," Kumar said. "It can be simple; make 10 phone calls, empty your inbox. If you can be productive in the moment, you can see the problem for what it is, not the way it has been presented."

But SWE embraces every discipline, offering women the tools to build a skill set they need to excel.

Another international first: Executives from 10 organizations participated in a roundtable hosted at Emerson Electric Holdings Co. Ltd., in Shanghai.

Jarmere Niessen, serial entrepreneur and co-founder of Inspiring Fifty, a pan-European program that identifies, encourages, and showcases women in leadership positions within the technology sector. As part of the initiative, Niessen collaborated with an award-winning children’s book author to publish Project Puff in 2015, a novel that inspires young girls to study and pursue careers in math and science. Her long list of awards includes 2014 EY (Ernst & Young) Entrepreneur of the Year® and 2016 Most Innovative Leader.

Delivering the closing keynote at both conferences is Renée Moore, Ph.D., founder and CEO of Business Beyond Borders. Dr. Moore went into neuroscience because “it was absolutely the hardest thing I could think of to study.” During that time, she was one of only a few females in her classes. After earning her Ph.D. and working in neuroscience, Dr. Moore went into the business end of the profession, helping close multimillion-dollar projects. At age 34, she opened her own pharmaceutical research company in Germany. More startups followed in India, Europe, and Latin America — all in a five-year period.

After selling the ventures, she began sharing what she’s learned as a businesswoman through her new venture, Business Beyond Borders. "I see small business owners as being the perfect example of fighters," Dr. Moore said. "It takes guts and passion and trust in yourself. I want to share with women how to start and grow successful companies in record time.”

Dr. Moore shares her knowledge at speaking engagements all over the world, often with the message, "Lift off out of the space that you’re in, and really learn to fly!"
NEWS & ADVOCACY | DEPARTMENTS

PRESIDENTIAL MEDAL OF FREEDOM
Boundary-breaking software engineer Margaret Hamilton received the Presidential Medal of Freedom from then-President Barack Obama for her work on the software behind the Apollo mission. Hamilton, who wrote code by hand for the onboard guidance software, was one of many programmers who made it possible for Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin to safely land on the moon instead of aborting their mission. Obama praised Hamilton as someone who “symbolizes that generation of unsung women who helped send humankind into space.”

The very first contract NASA issued for the Apollo program in August 1961 was with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to develop the guidance and navigation system for the Apollo spacecraft. Hamilton, a computer programmer, would end up leading the Software Engineering Division of the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory (now Draper Lab). Computer science, as we now know it, was just coming into existence at the time. Hamilton led the team that developed the building blocks of software engineering—a term she coined herself. Her Instrumentation Laboratory (now Draper Lab). Computer received the Presidential Medal of Freedom from then-President Obama for her work on the software behind the Apollo missions, and it was adapted for use in Skylab, the space computer was shedding less-important tasks (like rendezvous and engineering) to a radar system. The override was announced as she noted, “There was no second chance. We all knew that.” Hamilton’s approach proved itself on July 20, 1969, when the largest financial award that NASA had ever presented to a woman for her work on a software project. Since joining the UMBC faculty in 1995, Dr. Ross has served in various roles, including chair of chemical, biochemical, and environmental engineering, and supported interinstitutional research initiatives as a special assistant to the provost. Her research focuses on the role of fluid mechanics in infection formation in the cardiovascular system. In October, she was elected to the executive committee of the Global Engineering Deans Council, where she will serve a three-year term and work closely with engineering deans from around the world to advance engineering education, research, and service globally. Dr. Ross is the principal investigator leading the INcreasing Student Participation, Interest, and Recruitment in Engineering and Science (INSPIRES) K-12 initiative. Funded by the National Science Foundation, the program partners with Baltimore County Public Schools to develop and implement an innovative curriculum that exposes high school students to engineering earlier in their educational careers, through existing science and technology classes. Dr. Hendon has earned numerous honors for her groundbreaking research. She was recognized with the Presidential Early Career Award, the highest honor the U.S. government bestows upon young scientists and engineers. Dr. Hendon, who develops innovative medical imaging techniques known as “optical ultrasound” that provides depth-resolved, high-resolution images of tissue microstructure in real time. These “optical biopsies” offer much higher resolution than current medical imaging options such as magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography, and ultrasound. Using OCT, a surgeon can image a wide area of tissue and, unlike invasive biopsies, remove as little tissue as possible.

Other projects running in Dr. Hendon’s Structure Function Imaging Laboratory include using optical tools to detect and image breast cancer. She is working with breast surgeon Sheldon Feldman, M.D., and pathologist Hanina Hlibboosh, M.D., at Columbia University Medical Center to identify tumors localized to the duct and eventually to image lesions over time to determine which are likely to progress to cancer. Dr. Hendon is also collaborating with Columbia Engineering Associate Professor Kristin Myers, Ph.D., on using imaging to assess the mechanical properties of the cervix in relation to preterm birth. Dr. Hendon has earned numerous honors for her groundbreaking research. She was recognized with the Presidential Early Career Award; in 2014 she received a National Institutes of Health New Innovator Award, in 2015 she was named to both MIT’s prestigious list of 50 Innovators Under 50 and the Forbes 30 Under 30 list of game changers in science and health care.

OUTSTANDING WORK IN COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
Elza Erkip, Ph.D., professor of electrical and computer engineering at the New York University Tandon School of Engineering, is the 2016 recipient of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Women in Communications Engineering (WICE) Award for her outstanding technical work in communications engineering and for bringing a high degree of visibility to the field. As a faculty member of the research center NYU WIRELESS, Dr. Erkip has conducted work that has made significant advances in communications technology. She is also a pioneer of cooperative networking, and more recently, she has been working on 5G wireless systems. "Professor Erkip is an enormous credit to the school — and not only because of the honors she has received," Dean of Engineering Katepalli R. Reddy, Ph.D., said.

HIGHEST HONOR FOR YOUNG SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
Christine Hendon, Ph.D., assistant professor of electrical engineering in the department of electrical engineering at Columbia University, was recognized with the Presidential Early Career Award, the highest honor the U.S. government bestowed upon young scientists and engineers. Dr. Hendon, who develops innovative medical imaging instruments for use in surgery and breast cancer detection, is one of 102 researchers from across the U.S. honored by President Obama on Jan. 9. Dr. Hendon’s research is focused on biomedical optics, a medical technology that does not rely on radiation. She is developing optical imaging and spectroscopy instruments for surgical guidance. Dr. Hendon is working on optical tools that aim to provide surgeons a clear understanding of the tissue on which they are operating. She uses near infrared spectroscopy and optical coherence tomography (OCT), a noninvasive imaging technique also known as “optical ultrasound” that provides depth-resolved, high-resolution images of tissue microstructure in real time. These “optical biopsies” offer much higher resolution than current medical imaging options such as magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography, and ultrasound. Using OCT, a surgeon can image a wide area of tissue and, unlike invasive biopsies, remove as little tissue as possible.

Elza Erkip
Christine Hendon

PEOPLE
From breaking the glass ceiling in industry, academia, and research to an array of accomplishments, these women are making news.

Oliga Pierrakos

begin offering classes. As chair, Dr. Pierrakos will oversee the recruitment and hiring of outstanding engineering faculty; lead faculty in their mission of education, research, and service; create an innovative educational environment for undergraduate engineering students; and establish ABET accreditation for the first graduating cohort. She will also work collaboratively to design and outfit the next-generation engineering classrooms and laboratories at Wake Downtown.

Dr. Pierrakos currently serves as program director of the Division of Undergraduate Education at the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the Directorate of Education and Human Resources. At the NSF, she manages a $100 million portfolio to strengthen science, technology, engineering, and mathematics education at two- and four-year colleges and universities by improving curricula, instruction, infrastructure, advancing research and knowledge, diversity of students and faculty, and efforts of institutional transformation. Her primary focus is managing a portfolio of investments in engineering education and engineering education research.

She is a founding faculty member and associate professor of the department of engineering at James Madison University where she helped establish the department starting in 2008. There, Dr. Pierrakos touched and impacted many aspects of the nascent engineering program, including co-leading the initial development of the engineering design course sequence, which serves as the spine of the curriculum. She taught a wide range of courses, led the integration of problem-based learning across the curriculum with NSF support, mentored students in a liberal arts environment, and oversaw an exemplary assessment and ABET accreditation process—all of which laid the foundation for her pivotal role at Wake Forest.

NEW DEAN OF ENGINEERING
Following an international search process, Julia Ross, Ph.D., appointed dean of the Virginia Tech College of Engineer- ing in January. She will begin her position on July 1. Dr. Ross currently serves as dean of engineering and information technology at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC). UMBC is ranked No. four on the 2016 World Report’s list of most innovative schools and in the top 10 best undergraduate teaching, the second-highest ranked public university in that category.

In her new role at Virginia Tech, Dr. Ross will hold tenured ap- pointments in the departments of chemical engineering and engineer- ing education. “I’m deeply humbled by the opportunity to lead such a highly ranked, nationally respected engineering college within a uni- versity that understands and values the changing landscape of technology and education,” said Dr. Ross, the Constella- tion Professor of Information Technology and Engineering at UMBC. “It will be my privilege and honor to work with esteemed engineering faculty and students to advance our education and research portfolio.”

Since joining the UMBC faculty in 1995, Dr. Ross has served in various roles, including chair of chemical, biochemical, and environmental engineering, and supported interinstitutional research initiatives as a special assistant to the provost. Her research focuses on the role of fluid mechanics in infection formation in the cardiovascular system.

In October, she was elected to the executive committee of the Global Engineering Deans Council, where she will serve a three-year term and work closely with engineering deans from around the world to advance engineering education, research, and service globally.

Dr. Ross is the principal investigator leading the INcreasing Student Participation, Interest, and Recruitment in Engineering and Science (INSPIRES) K-12 initiative. Funded by the National Science Foundation, the program partners with Baltimore County Public Schools to develop and implement an innovative curriculum that exposes high school students to engineering earlier in their educational careers, through existing science and technology classes.

Christine Hendon

Dr. Hendon has earned numerous honors for her groundbreaking research. She was recognized with the Presidential Early Career Award; in 2014 she received a National Institutes of Health New Innovator Award; in 2015 she was named to both MIT’s prestigious list of 50 Innovators Under 50 and the Forbes 30 Under 30 list of game changers in science and health care.

Elza Erkip
“Her active involvement in the IEEE proves her devotion to the scientific community, and her tireless work to ensure the widespread availability of wireless service proves her commitment to placing technology in service to society. Those are the ideals that we hold in high esteem here at NYU Tandon, and Professor Erkip perfectly embodies them.”

Additionally, Dr. Erkip has been elected to the Science Academy Society of Turkey and was among the Thomson Reuters 2014 and 2015 editions of Highly Cited Researchers. Early in her career, she was selected by the National Science Foundation as one of the country’s promising young researchers, receiving her CAREER Award.

“It’s an incredible honor to be given the WICE Award,” Dr. Erkip said. “I am proud to be a member of [the] IEEE Communications Society and to be of service to its members in communications engineering committee. To be recognized by my fellow engineers and researchers by this prestigious award is very gratifying.”

The award was presented at the Third Women’s Workshop on Communications and Signal Processing, held in conjunction with IEEE GLOBECOM, the world’s largest annual gathering of communications engineering professionals from academia, industry, and government.

Dr. Erkip, a fellow of the IEEE, was recently elected second vice president of the IEEE Information Theory Society, she is scheduled to assume the presidency in 2018.

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Auburn University’s Lifetime Achievement Award recognizes recipients for outstanding achievements in their professional lives, personal integrity and stature, and service to the university. It was established in 2001 to honor extraordinary accomplishments by members of the Auburn family. Recipients of Lifetime Achievement Awards are selected by a committee of Auburn administrators, trustees, faculty, and alumni. Nelda Lee, a pioneer in women’s aviation history, will receive the 2017 Lifetime Achievement Award.

Lee is responsible for flight and ground test engineering for the four military aircraft manufactured by The Boeing Company, including the F-15 Eagle, AV-8 Harrier, T-45 Goshawk, and F/A-18 Hornet. She is the level-two manager for test and evaluation personnel located in St. Louis and at the military test sites at China Lake, California; Patuxent River, Maryland; and Eglin Air Force Base in Florida. Lee has been an employee with McDonnell Douglas Corp., now Boeing, for 44 years.

In addition to her career with Boeing, Lee also enjoys aviation in her free time and is a licensed commercial pilot with instructor, multi-engine, and helicopter ratings. She previously served as international president of Whirly-Girls International and was recipient of the 20th annual Doris Mullen Whirly-Girls Scholarship. Lee is charter member No. 15 of Women in Aviation International and currently serves on the organization’s board of directors. A life member of the Society of Flight Test Engineers and the Auburn Alumni Association, she has served both Louisi Auburn alumni club as president.

Lee was inducted into the International Women in Aviation Pioneer Hall of Fame in 2014, received the Whirly-Girls Livingston Award in 2001, and was awarded the 2010 Katherine and Marjorie Stinson Trophy by the National Aeronautical Association. In 1969, Lee became the second woman to earn an aerospace engineering degree from the Samuel Ginn College of Engineering.

DISTINGUISHED ACADEMIC INVENTORS
Amy Herr, Ph.D., the Lester John and Lynne Dewar Lloyd Distinguished Professor of Bioengineering, at the University of California, Berkeley, is among 175 distinguished academic inventors named as fellows of the National Academy of Inventors (NAI). Known for her breakthrough engineering analysis of complex biological systems, Dr. Herr co-founded Zephyrus Biosciences, a venture-backed and recently acquired start-up commercializing research tools to enable single-cell protein analysis. The bioengineering professor has filed for dozens of patents, and one-third of her graduate student alumni have been involved in start-up companies.

Selection as an NAI fellow is “a high professional distinction accorded to academic inventors who have demonstrated a prolific spirit of innovation in creating or facilitating outstanding inventions that have made a tangible impact on quality of life, economic development, and the welfare of society,” according to the academy’s announcement.

With the election of the 2016 class, there are now 757 NAI fellows, representing 293 research universities and governmental and nonprofit research institutes. The 2016 fellows are named inventors on 5,437 issued U.S. patents, bringing the collective patents held by all NAI fellows to more than 26,000 issued U.S. patents.

Included among all NAI fellows are more than 84 presidents and senior leaders of research universities and nonprofit research institutes; 762 members of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine; 28 inductees of the National Inventors Hall of Fame; 45 recipients of the U.S. National Medal of Technology and Innovation and U.S. National Medal of Science; 28 Nobel laureates; 216 American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) fellows; 126 IEEE fellows; and 116 fellows of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, among other awards and distinctions.

A MISSION TO IGNITE AND SUSTAIN TODAY’S STEM WORKFORCE
Judy Marks, a 32-year engineering and technology veteran, who also assumed the role of CEO of U.S. Siemens in November 2016, will lead the seven-member board of the Siemens Foundation as they oversee the foundation’s mission to ignite and sustain today’s science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) workforce and tomorrow’s scientists and engineers. Marks has served as a member of the board since 2011 and was a key member of the advisory committee charged with developing the foundation’s newest initiatives in STEM middle-school education.

“I am honored to build upon the new strategic directions set by us as a board,” said Marks, who is also an electrical engineer. “Thanks to our new initiatives in bringing more opportunities for STEM education to undervisible student populations and continuing to encourage STEM innovation in future generations, the Siemens Foundation is now a recognized leader on some of the most pressing issues of our time. I look forward to increasing that influence and to further engaging Siemens USA’s more than 50,000 employees in the foundation’s philanthropic endeavors.”

The Siemens Foundation has invested more than $800 million in the United States to advance workforce development and education initiatives in STEM. Its mission is inspired by the culture of innovation, research, and continuous learning that is the hallmark of Siemens’ companies. Together, the programs at the Siemens Foundation are closing the opportunity gap for young people in the U.S. when it comes to STEM careers, and igniting and sustaining today’s STEM workforce and tomorrow’s scientists and engineers.

In addition to Marks’ current position, she is also leading New Equipment Solutions for Dresser-Rand, a Siemens business. Marks’ career at Siemens began in 2011 as president and CEO of Siemens Government Technologies Inc., where she led the company’s approach to the federal market. Prior to that, she spent 27 years with Lockheed Martin and its predecessor companies.
Workplace Lessons from “Hidden Figures”

Through the stories of three African-American female mathematicians who fought sexism and segregation to make extraordinary contributions to the United States’ space program in the 1960s, the critically acclaimed film brings up issues and insights that resonate with today’s women engineers.

By Sandra Guy, SWE Contributor

A s you slog through another workday, do you ever stop to think about the impact you’re making on the future — or even on history itself? That’s one of the questions that architectural engineer Rebecca Delaney, P.E., says she would have liked to have asked the three heroic women whose genius and vital work at NASA are portrayed in the movie, “Hidden Figures.”

The movie, which has surpassed the hit musical “La La Land” in box-office receipts, tells the story of Katherine G. Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan, and Mary Jackson, who fought sexism, segregation, and forced anonymity to ensure that their work to speak for you first; you declare, ‘I’m going to break the glass ceiling. ’ The respect kept growing on it. “The respect kept growing

“One of many favorite scenes from “Hidden Figures”

Over time, you create relationships. Then you can make progress because people trust and respect you.”

— Rebecca Delaney, P.E., team leader, Sustainable Engineering Studio, Skidmore, Owings and Merrill

and forced anonymity to ensure that astronaut John Glenn launched into orbit and returned to Earth safely at the height of America’s space race with Russia during the 1960s. Glenn became the first American to orbit the earth in the spring during the 1960s. Glenn became the height of America’s space race with Russia.

But I wonder whether they realized the historical importance and said, “Wow — I built that. That’s crazy.”

That kind of enthusiasm is every engineer’s — and engineering manager’s — dream, since it’s all about fulfilling your engineering degree. After completing the classes, Jackson was promoted to aerospace engineer in 1958 and became NASA’s first black female engineer.

She noted that the judge’s decision in the movie didn’t desegregate the school nor change the law. Yet the small allowance Jackson won was the one opportunity she needed to make history.

Citing yet another observation from the film, Delaney said she appreciated Jackson’s courage, especially since Delaney sees her employees today shying away from asking for what they want.

“I encourage my team by saying, ‘The best that can happen is you will get a yes’ and get to do whatever your heart desires. In between, you may get an ‘OK, but not right now.’ At least you’ve made your desire known,’ Delaney said.

The film also reminds today’s women the film doesn’t desegregate the school nor change the law. Yet the small allowance Jackson won was the one opportunity she needed to make history. Citing yet another observation from the film, Delaney said she appreciated Jackson’s courage, especially since Delaney sees her employees today shying away from asking for what they want.

“I encourage my team by saying, ‘The best that can happen is you will get a yes’ and get to do whatever your heart desires. In between, you may get an ‘OK, but not right now.’ At least you’ve made your desire known,’ Delaney said.

The film also reminds today’s women they still have work to do. For Delaney, it’s the need for greater flexibility so women can deal with the unexpected demands of child care, children’s illnesses, elder care, and other day-to-day issues without feeling pressured at work. She says she was heartened that the movie showed the three African-American women slow down gain their husbands’ support in realizing their dreams — a huge leap.

Today, such leaps are enabled by progressive maternity and paternity leaves, and other policies that encourage employees to put family first, Delaney said. Another key point relevant to contemporary women: “The movie showed

“WE TALK ABOUT STEM, BUT EVERYONE TALKS ABOUT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. I’M WORKING WITH MY TEAM AT IIT TO TAKE THAT ON AS A PROJECT, TO LET PEOPLE KNOW THAT ENGINEERING IS DIFFERENT THAN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY — SO THEY CAN UNDERSTAND HOW THEY CAN CHANGE THE WORLD BY BEING ENGINEERS.”

— Natacha DePaola, Ph.D., dean of engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology

that gender roles don’t have to be like the typical stereotype,” she said. “It’s not a one size fits all. But at the same time, you’ll always have bumps in the road.”

For Natacha DePaola, Ph.D., dean of engineering at the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), the movie is a reminder that perseverance is the key. Indeed, SWE pioneer Lois Graham, the first woman to obtain a master’s degree in mechanical engineering from IIT and the first woman in the United States to earn a Ph.D. in the field, had to have a women’s bathroom installed on campus after she started to teach there.

“One of my favorite scenes from “Hidden Figures”

Dr. DePaola said. Dr. Graham, who died in 2013, earned her Ph.D. in 1959. She founded and directed IIT’s Women in Science and Engineering program, and served as SWE’s fourth president.

Dr. DePaola sees her next task as heightening the visibility of engineering when people talk about STEM careers. “We talk about STEM, but everyone talks about science and technology,” she said. “I’m working with my team at IIT to take that on as a project, to let people know that engineering is different than science and technology — so they can understand how they can change the world by being engineers.”

Just like the three women in “Hidden Figures.”
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The Archives and the Archivist: Sharing SWE’s Story Together

After nine years on the job, SWE archivist Troy Eller English knows a thing or two about the Society’s history and archives, and she loves to share it.

By Jon Reisfeld, SWE Contributor

The Archives and the Archivist: sharing SWE’s Story Together

T he morning after comedian John Oliver, host of HBO’s “Last Week Tonight,” delivered a 22-minute rant about the Miss America Pageant’s highly inflamed claim of being “America’s lead- ing provider of academic scholarships for women,” Troy Eller English, SWE archivist, received an urgent email from headquarters. Oliver had concluded his Sept. 21, 2014, segment by calling on viewers to support the scholarship funds of SWE and other worthy women’s organizations. He even had posted SWE’s web address on screen, and now, inquiries were flooding in.

As SWE scrambled to update its online scholarship donor page and Facebook presence to capitalize on Oliver’s shout-out, leadership wanted to make sure everyone got the facts right. “Do you have everyone got their facts right. “Do you have any idea how much money, in scholarships, SWE has given out since 1950?” the email asked.

A little more than an hour later, Eller English replied: “Between 1955 (first scholarship offered) and FY 2013, SWE has awarded 2,997 new scholarships. (I don’t have numbers on renewals.)” Between 1955 and 2004, SWE awarded at least $1,779,200. According to Dr. Homsher’s article, SWE’s director of editorial and publications, Anne Perusek, notes the dramatic difference between having a “working” archives with a dedicated archivist, and attempting to communi- cate the Society’s history on the basis of stray records and past publications. The Society’s reliance on the volun- teer-based archives committee had ensured that key documents and stories were preserved, but as volunteers, they were not trained in archival processes nor did they have time and appropriate facilities to sort the collection.

I think we owe a debt to the archives, Eller English wrote, “for the Society’s success. Equally important, she assists outside researchers, further explores the archives, fills in gaps, develops new content, and helps SWE sections set up archives of their own.”

BRINGING HISTORY INTO THE PRESENT

SWE management has continually called on Eller English to identify and retrieve a wealth of archival materials.

“We have expanded our marketing and public relations efforts. As we have stories, as we get press inquiries, being able to quickly answer questions about our history has been invaluable,” said SWE’s director of editorial and publications, Anne Perusek, and later called on SWE to “work on digitizing archives efficiently.”

The depth and breadth of the SWE archives, which, since 1951, have been housed in the Walter P. Reuther Library at Wayne State University in Detroit, are hard to fathom. In terms of their sheer physicality, the archives represent a substantial body of materials that occupies 270 linear feet of shelf space — which Eller English says translates rather nicely into the contents of 270 banker’s storage boxes. In addition to that, SWE sepa- rately maintains thousands of print photographs, slides, and negatives; audio recordings, digital files, digital photographs, and/or digitized versions of print photographs that Eller English has scanned; and electronic files from the past 10 years of SWE history — accessible via computer.

As a rule, SWE members collected whatever they might think, one day, have historical value. And the results of their efforts are awe inspiring: tens of thousands of documents represent- ing 67 years of the Society of Women Engineers’ organizational history. Imagine boxes, after boxes, after boxes brimming with national and sectional board meeting minutes, conference proceedings, and program books; spreadsheets, annual reports, financial audits, speeches, personal journals, biographies, award applications, and award recipient write-ups; member- ship rosters, private correspondence, corporate correspondence, newsletters, assorted publications, flyers, pamphlets, brochures, meeting discussion notes, oral history transcripts, newspaper and magazine clippings, press releases, and all sorts of associated ephemera: buttons, trinkets, and promotional items — and you start to appreciate the overwhelming abundance of “stuff” preserved in SWE’s archives.

Is it any wonder, then, that award- winning historian Betsy Homsher, Ph.D., associate provost for student affairs and dean of students at Kettering University, chose “Priceless Treasures” as the title for her article on the archivist, which appeared in the 2011, 50th anniversary edition of the Journal of the Society of Women Engineers?

According to Dr. Homsher’s article, SWE’s board of directors officially created an archives committee in 1953, with a charter to “catalog and preserve the written and recorded history of the Society, to preserve material of histori- cal interest to the Society.” SWE members’ interest in history has not waned over the ensuing 60 years, she wrote, “nor has their appre- ciation for the importance of their undertaking.”

That undertaking was considerable, as described on the Society’s website: “… facing systemic resistance to female participation in the engineering profession, [SWE] challenged gender stereotypes and promoted the rights of all individuals to pursue careers in sci- ence and engineering.”

“SWE’s members were very aware that what they were doing was historically important,” Eller English said, “that they were trying to change engineering. They were trying to change women’s lives! Their activities were important and they needed to be saved, and those members’ experiences needed to be saved, and those members’ experiences needed to be saved, and those members’ experiences needed to be saved….”
Is SWE Treasure Buried in Your House?
How to know, where to look, and what to do, should you find any!

Tucked away in some forgotten corner of your home, garage, or storage unit, among items you hope to finally purge during this year’s spring cleaning, could be records or artifacts of enormous value. How to know, where to look, and what to do, should you find any! Here, there, and everywhere... <br><br>THE ARCHIVES AND THE ARCHIVIST: SHARING SWE’S STORY TOGETHER <br>Searching for Girls Coming to Tech! A History of American Engineering Education for Women, in an associate professor and director of Iowa State University’s Center for Historical Studies of Technology and Science. Dr. Bix visited the SWE archives several times between 2005 and 2007, and is planning to return there this summer to mine the SWE collections for material for a new book. “The SWE archives were really invaluable [to my earlier book],” she said, “because I was able to get material there that I couldn’t get anywhere else.” Specifically, Dr. Bix had been looking for material about the history of women’s experiences in engineering from their first attempts to enter the field until firms finally started welcoming them. She said she found what she was looking for in SWE’s national files and in individual college section records. “The real value [of SWE’s archives],” she said, “is that, on the one hand, it’s broad, because it covers all the dimensi-
The first page of results from Lou Alta Melton and Hilda Counts' 1919 national society, in general."
The organization and, by extension, it's really fabulous to get that sense of the years, the challenges it's addressed, stretching over almost seven decades. With SWE being 67 years old, you've issues, social issues, educational issues. financial issues, political experience, financial issues, political issues, social issues, educational issues."

"... [because of] how deep it is. With SWE being 67 years old, you've now got this collection of materials stretching over almost seven decades. So, it's wonderful. It's the most incredible resource to see how the organization has grown and evolved over the years, the challenges it’s addressed, and the ways it’s approached them. So, it's really fabulous to get that sense of the organization and, by extension, the broader questions for women in engineering and, by extension from that, the broader questions for women in the workplace and [for] American society, in general."

CHANGING PLACES
Eller English's own journey to the Reuther Library was anything but smooth."

"I wanted to be part of that process of bringing new works to life," she said. The prospect of living in an exciting, fast-paced city and working in the challenging world of special collections, she said, would interact with an endless stream of authors, and explore diverse topics and storylines, appealed to her — until her junior year, when reality set in."

"And that's when I thought, "Eller English, with one year of library experience under her belt, became the archivist for one of the largest, and rarest, archivist archival collections in engineering.

THE ERA OF BIG PROJECTS
For SWE's first 50 years, the archives committee managed and maintained the organization's historical collections with minimal outside help. But eight years before Eller English went to work for SWE, all of that changed. It was 2000, she said, the year of SWE's 50th anniversary. Leadership had decided to produce a commemorative booklet, drawing on materials from the archives. While SWE's professional treasury could come out of the marketing team, and I was thrilled when they proposed it!" Eller English explained, "I didn't know anything about it until I was invited to a conference call, and then... I was writing a book!"

"It came together quickly and drew directly from the archives. We wanted to tell SWE's history from the archives. We pulled important documents and speeches and oral histories. It told SWE's stories through its members' own words."

"I'm quite happy with the result," she said, noting that the timing of the project proved particularly challenging. "SWE's 65th anniversary — on May 27, 2015 — was looming at the time, and Eller English, who was pregnant, had a delivery date of May 24."

"Her daughter, Ada, Eller English said, "after Ada Loveless. (Loveless, a 19th century British woman, is recognized as the first computer programmer.)"

A FOUNDATION FOR ORGANIZATIONAL GROWTH
SWE's marketing and development efforts have expanded in recent years, and so has the membership. With such growth, having an archival foundation to "is "invaluable," said Ron Zywicki. A member of the David James Group, SWE's marketing partner, Zywicki is vice president, creative services for SWE's marketing team. He especially appreciates Eller English's willingness to strategize with his team about the best ways to leverage the archives to advance projects.

"Some of the deliverables we've created over the years, such as the 65th anniversary celebration book, the timeline, and all that... to do that without the archives and that collective, overarching and historical knowledge would have been tremendously more difficult," he said.

Another member of the marketing team says, "We've increasingly rely on Eller English for fact-checking assistance. "In society, right now, we're having a problem with fake news," she said. "You think you know a historical fact and then you look it up and it's not true. It's hard to verify a lot of things these days. So, that's what's great about Troy. She does this for a living. She cites her sources, and we can point to the archives when we say a woman achieved a certain milestone in engineering and technology. We have the proof!"

Eller English may not have ended up where she initially planned to be, but she says she’s happy with her path. "Every day is different," she said, "and I love that, and it's kind of fun to be an expert at something."

"A few years ago, I was at a family reunion, and I had this realization that I didn't know the names of most of my own family! But... I knew the names and the personal life stories of hundreds of SWE's members. That, she added, "was an interesting realization." Eller English remains deeply enthused about exploring the lives of SWE members. "These are real women stories," she said. "I have an interest in women's history and U.S. history, and while my background is not in science or engineer at all, I love reading nonfiction stories about science that are written for the public as opposed to experts. These different interests of mine," she added, "they all converge in the SWE archives."

The Archives and the Archivist: Sharing SWE's Story Together
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LGBTQ Employment Policy Caught in the Crosscurrents

It’s clear that a gradual cultural shift toward acceptance of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people, plus the willingness of famous and admired people to declare publicly that they are gay or transgender, and the growing political clout of the LGBTQ population have led to many positive changes in the workplace. What isn’t clear is whether these advances will survive, let alone expand.

By Meredith Holm, SWE Contributor

One option for LGBTQ employees is to file a complaint with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) under Title VII, which prohibits sex discrimination, a strategy that has been available only since July 1995. For most people, however, it’s still risky to reveal sexual orientation or gender identity in a job interview and risky to come out at work. Just how risky depends on where you live and where you work.

A 2011 study, “Pride and Prejudice: Employment Discrimination against Openly Gay Men in the United States,” published in the American Journal of Sociology, showed that some regions of the United States are more gay-friendly to work in than others. “Pride and Prejudice,” was the first large-scale audit study of discrimination in hiring of openly gay men in the United States. Pairs of fictitious resumes were submitted to 1,769 job openings in seven states (California, Nevada, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Florida, and Texas). Applicants in each pair were equally qualified, but one resume included participation in a college LGBTQ organization.

Researchers found that overall, the ostensibly heterosexual applicants had an 11.5 percent chance of being called for an interview, while resumes that included the gay signal had only a 7.2 percent chance. The difference in the callback rate varied by state. The callback gap between the “gay” and “straight” resumes was 8.6 percentage points in Texas; 8.6 percentage points in Ohio; and 4.0 percentage points in Florida. There was no statistically significant difference in callback rates in California, Nevada, Pennsylvania, and New York.

Advocacy groups and nonprofits also address LGBTQ employment discrimination, providing information about LGBTQ-friendly states and employers and offering legal, networking, and mentoring support. If you have questions, consider these resources:

@LGBTQjobsearch: An individual who is emotionally, romantically, and/or physically attracted to more than one gender. People who are bisexual need not have equal sexual experience or any at all.

Cisgender: Someone whose gender identity matches the gender assigned to them at birth.

Coming Out: For people who identify within the LGBTQ+ community, it is the process of self-acceptance that continues throughout one’s life. People often establish a lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender identity to themselves first and then may decide to reveal it to others. It is up to each person, individually, to decide if and when to come out or to disclose.

Gay: The adjective used to describe people whose emotional, romantic, and/or physical attraction is to people of the same sex (e.g., gay man, gay people). In contemporary contexts, “lesbian” is often a preferred term for women.

Gender-Fluid: A person whose gender identity can vary. A gender-fluid person may identify as male, female, neither, or both, at different times.

Gender Identity: One’s deeply held personal, internal sense of being male, female, some of both, or neither. One’s gender identity does not always correspond to biological sex.

All-Gender: Descriptive phrase denoting inclusiveness of all gender expressions and identities.

Lesbian: A woman who is emotional, romantic, and/or physical attraction is to other women.

Queer: A term currently used by some people to describe themselves and/or their community. Traditionally a negative or pejorative term for people who are gay, “queer” is disliked by some within the LGBTQ community, who find it offensive, while others in the community feel its usage is an act of reclaiming the term as their own.

Sex: Refers to biological, genetic, or physical characteristics that define males and females. These can include genitalia, hormone levels, genes, or secondary sex characteristics.

Sexual Orientation: Refers to emotional, romantic, or sexual feelings toward other people, generally depending on their gender.

Transgender (Trans): An umbrella term for people whose gender does not line up with the gender assigned to them at birth. Includes nonbinary identities.

Overturning Obama’s 2014 executive order protecting LGBTQ employees of federal contractors from discrimination, officials at the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Department of Education announced their decision to “rescind” and “withdraw” 2015 guidance on access to sex-segregated facilities by public
Number of companies, by industry, that achieved a perfect score of 100 in 2002 and in 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>112 Law Firms, 1 69 Banking and Financial Services, 38 Retail and Consumer Products, 36 Insurance, 27 Consulting and Business Services, 27 Food, Beverages, and Groceries, 17 Manufacturing, 16 Health Care, 15 Advertising and Marketing, 15 Pharmaceuticals, 13 Computer Software, 13 Hotels, Resorts, and Casinos, 11 Internet Services and Retailing, 10 Entertainment and Electronic Media, 10 Automotive, 9 Computer and Data Services, 8 Telecommunications, 7 Aerospace and Defense, 7 Chemicals and Biotechnology, 7 High-tech/Photo/Science Equipment, 6 Airlines, 6 Apparel, Fashion, Textiles, Department Stores, 4 Computer Hardware and Office Equipment, 3 Oil and Gas, 3 Real Estate, Commercial, 3 Transportation and Travel, 2 Education and Child Care, 2 Home Furnishing, 2 Mining and Metals, 2 Miscellaneous, 1 Engineering and Construction, 1 Mail and Freight Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>112 Law Firms, 69 Banking and Financial Services, 38 Retail and Consumer Products, 36 Insurance, 27 Consulting and Business Services, 27 Food, Beverages, and Groceries, 17 Manufacturing, 16 Health Care, 15 Advertising and Marketing, 15 Pharmaceuticals, 13 Computer Software, 13 Hotels, Resorts, and Casinos, 11 Internet Services and Retailing, 10 Entertainment and Electronic Media, 10 Automotive, 9 Computer and Data Services, 8 Telecommunications, 7 Aerospace and Defense, 7 Chemicals and Biotechnology, 7 High-tech/Photo/Science Equipment, 6 Airlines, 6 Apparel, Fashion, Textiles, Department Stores, 4 Computer Hardware and Office Equipment, 3 Oil and Gas, 3 Real Estate, Commercial, 3 Transportation and Travel, 2 Education and Child Care, 2 Home Furnishing, 2 Mining and Metals, 2 Miscellaneous, 1 Engineering and Construction, 1 Mail and Freight Delivery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: HRC, 2017 Corporate Equality Index, Executive Summary

**School, transgender students. In addition, the Human Rights Campaign (HRC) reports that LGBTQ “license to discriminate” bills are being considered in at least 12 states. In early February, a draft of an executive order entitled “Establishing a Government-Wide Initiative to Respect Religious Freedom” was leaked. If signed, this order would legalize widespread discrimination of women and LGBTQ people in public accommodation, education, access to medical and social services, and employment.**

**THE ADVOCATES**

HRC is one of the most influential advocacy groups working for LGBTQ civil rights. With 1.5 million members and chapters in 50 states and the District of Columbia, it’s also the largest in the United States. A valuable tool for navigating the workplace, and a catalyst for LGBTQ workplace equality, is the Corporate Equality Index (CEI), which the HRC Foundation has published since 2002. The CEI rates large U.S. businesses on how fairly and fairly their policies and practices include LGBTQ employees using five criteria, each worth a certain number of points. The criteria are: equal employment opportunity (15 points), employment benefits (10 points), organizational LGBTQ competency (20 points), and public engagement (25 points). A fifth measure (non-competitive citizenship) deducts 25 points if a company has been involved in large-scale, public anti-LGBTQ activity, such as lobbying against a law protecting LGBTQ rights or donating to an anti-LGBTQ organization.

(The Corporate Equality Index, 2017, as well as HRC’s 2016 Municipal Equality Index and 2016 State Equality Index, can be downloaded at www.hrc.org/corporate.)

CEI participants are drawn from Fortune magazine’s list of the 1,000 largest publicly traded U.S. businesses, American Lawyer magazine’s 200 top-revenue-grossing law firms, and other companies with 500 or more employees. The CEI has become the benchmark — and increasingly, a model — for LGBTQ workplace policy by tapping into the competitive nature of business. Prominent, successful companies score well in the index, and other companies imitate them. Rather than prescribing policies, HRC encourages parity — that is, adding LGBTQ-specific language to existing practices. For example, Criteria 3 of the Index is “organizational LGBTQ competency,” and requires that the company clearly state its commitment to nondiscrimination of LGBTQ people in all new hires and supervisory training, and in all professional development, leadership, and skill-building training.

A total of 897 companies participated in the 2017 report, and a record 357 companies from a wide variety of industries earned a perfect score of 100. Only one engineering and construction firm made this list, but seven aerospace and defense companies also earned perfect scores, as well as many companies that employ engineers in the automotive, manufacturing, energy and utilities, computer, and chemical industries. The 2017 CEI reveals some dramatic workplace improvements for transgender people. The number of companies offering transgender-inclusive health care coverage as part of their benefit package increased from 351 last year to 647. In addition, 82 percent of Fortune 500 companies include gender-identity protections in their nondiscrimination policies; 357 businesses have adopted gender transition guidelines for employees; and 86 percent of CEI-rated businesses offer education and training that covers gender identity.

Proving that it can deliver on all five criteria is more than a company’s endorsement of a principle. It means it’s willing to publicly support LGBTQ equality at the highest levels and willing to invest money and human resources to implement equality. One indicator of the CEI’s influence is that none of the companies participating in the 2017 index received the 25-point penalty for engaging in public, anti-LGBTQ activity.

Large companies recognize that the investments required to score 100 on the CEI are necessary to attract and retain the workforce they need. In his letter introducing the 2017 report, Chad Griffin, president of the HRC Foundation, said, “These businesses know that LGBTQ equality isn’t just the right thing to do, it makes them stronger in the global economy. Ensuring fairness in the workplace is a value and increasingly, a policy norm, and not just in the U.S. Now more than 90 percent of CEI-related businesses have embraced both sexual orientation and gender identity employment protections for their U.S. and global operations.”

**SMALL TALK IS A BIG DEAL**

A fair, welcoming, and inclusive workplace is as important as nondiscriminatory hiring policies, particularly for transgender people, who may experience more difficulties on the job, such as harassment and mistreatment, than gay men, lesbians, and bisexuals. HRC has published two studies of the workplace climate for LGBTQ people. The first, Degrees of Equality, published in 2009, found that while LGBTQ-friendly policies have improved productivity, retention, and revenue, they have not necessarily improved workplace climate for LGBTQ employees. The Degrees of Equality study found that 9 percent of LGBTQ employees conceal their identity at work. Frequent conversations about personal matters — especially sexual relationships — that LGBTQ people felt they could not participate in, as well as jokes and insulting comments about gays, lesbians, and transgender people, made

**Workplace Resources**

**EQUALLY EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION (EEOC)**

Federal government agency that investigates, litigates, and mediates charges of employment discrimination. In 2015, the EEOC ruled that employment discrimination for sexual orientation and gender identity constitutes sex discrimination, which is prohibited under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

www.eeoc.gov

**HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN (HRC) AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN FOUNDATION**

Advocates for LGBTQ equality and for better quality of life for LGBT people at home, at work, and in the community. Tracks federal and state legislation affecting LGBT people and engages in extensive public education and outreach.

www.hrc.org

**LAMBDA LEGAL**

Works to advance the civil rights of LGBT people and those with HIV through impact litigation, education, and public policy work. Litigates cases of employment discrimination on behalf of LGBT individuals. Provides information on LGBT court battles and on laws in every state. Offers free guidebook on legal rights for those who are out at work.

www.lambdalegal.org

**NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF GAY AND LESBIAN SCIENTISTS AND TECHNICAL PROFESSIONALS INC. (NOGLSTP)**

Empowers LGBT people in STEM professions by providing education, advocacy, professional development, networking, and peer support. Also, does public education regarding scientific, technological, and medical concerns of the LGBT community.

www.noglstp.org

**OUT AND EQUAL WORKPLACE ADVOCATES**

Partners with government agencies and Fortune 1000 companies worldwide to advocate fair policies and a safe workplace climate for LGBT employees.

www.outandequal.org

**OUT IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS INC. (OSTEM)**

A national society for students dedicated to educating and fostering leadership for LGBTQA communities in the STEM fields.

www.ostem.org
people discover that colleagues do not team work, and greater engagement. Feeling secure being themselves at work, free of worry, their negative environment; 35 percent professionally. Thirty percent of LGBTQ identifications is significant. An unwelcoming reported hearing an overt expression of and can exclude LGBTQ people. Sexual orientation and gender identity attractive are not topics the majority they don’t. Dating, complaints about strengthen connections. Except when share things about themselves, and 2014. Small talk is a social glue. People climate for LGBTQ people, published in inclusion: Why the Workplace Environment Cost of the Closet and the Rewards of In –

The issue of “small talk,” the casual, and can Chemical Society as a Diversity Association, DiscoverE, and the Ameri- Plus program, the National Postdoctoral NOGLSTP has a history of working its origins to 1980 when a small group and Lesbian Scientists and Technical like-minded people for a common pur- power than banding together with

Diamond has become good friends with the person who sent the supportive email, and one of Robyn’s closest friends email stating, ‘You’re kidding, right?’ and another that was incred- ﬁrm the majority of hostility I deal with is covert and takes the form of overt hostility? Robyn added, “I received one email stating, “You’re kidding, right?” and another that was incred-

Meredith: Have you done any co-ops or internships? If so, were you put in those work situations?

Meredith: What communities are you part of?

Robyn: I have been part of Tau Beta Pi since last April. Recently, I joined several on-campus social justice organizations because I am passionate about human rights. I ﬁrst joined SWE after I began my transition. I quickly made friends with other SWE members within the U of L [section], especially on our trip to WE16.

Navigating Mixed Reactions

Although the private struggles over gender identity are probably just as intense for everyone who considers transitioning, people of different ages may have different experiences of the public aspect of coming out. Those who transition later in life are likely to have an impressive professional resume and be well-off ﬁnancially, but they must live with the knowledge that they delayed — or were prevented from — living the life that was right for them. A young person who is not yet established professionally or settled within a stable peer group may face greater day-to-day difﬁculties and be more vulnerable to lack of acceptance in the workplace, where even well-intentioned colleagues might not be prepared to deal with gender ambiguity.

Robyn: I spent a majority of my time during WE16 at the career fair taking to companies ranking high on the Human Rights Campaign Corporate Equality Index, however, I was met with conﬁdence because of my appearance and voice, despite my excellent GPA (3.8) and engineering work experience. I’m grateful for the Rainbow Lounge for being a space I could recover within.

Merdeith: Have you done any co-ops or internships? If so, were you put in those work situations?

Robyn: My engineering programs last all year long, which builds in three semesters of co-ops. I completed 1.5 co-ops for the same company before I came out “full-time,” but I had a medical with- draw during the summer of my fourth co-op coming out to my company and workplace. While I could not have been ﬁred because of the company’s policy, along with Louisville’s LGBT protection ordinance, I do not believe I would have been safe or respected had I come out, so I do not regret my medical withdrawal as a viable option to protect myself and my mental health.

Meredith: Do you think you will be more or less visible than you are now after you graduate and enter the work world?

Robyn: If I ﬁnd a niche within chemical engineering where my trans and queer identities are respected, I believe I will be more visible upon graduating. This is because I want to advocate for my fellow trans siblings that our unique identities and perspectives are vital to producing new and innovative ideas no matter where our job interests lie. If I cannot ﬁnd a place within the work world, then I’ll probably jump into a new career ﬁeld that will deal more closely with social justice.

Editor’s note: It should be noted that men are welcome as SWE mem- bers, and that inclusion, diversity, and acceptance have always been at the heart of SWE’s mission.
Christine Bland, a senior engineer at Lockheed Martin in Denver, founded and is still active on the company’s Transgender Council, which was instrumental in formulating the company’s LGBTQ employment policies.

for 30 years. Deeply committed to the organization’s mission, Diamond was driven out of a job because of her sexual orientation early in her career, before she came to CalTech. She received NOGLSTP’s inaugural Walt Westman award for her sustained service.

About the current volatile state of LGBTQ civil rights, Diamond said, “We have made tremendous progress over the past several years, in large part because of the openness of the Obama administration to science and entrepreneurship.”

Kes Kozumi, former assistant director of Federal Research and Development, White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), and an out gay man, has been a regular speaker at Out to Innovate. Diamond observed, “I think we’re in a bit of quicksand now. It has been harder than ever before to raise funds for Out to Innovate 2017. The conference enables students to mingle with experienced professionals, to network, and talk to recruiters — all in a safe environment, where they can be themselves.

The freedom to be who you are, Diamond contends, is very much tied to career success. Acknowledging that caution is necessary in many work environments, she said, “Invisibility can be very isolating. If you can’t be out, then it’s harder to find allies and people of like mind. You’re expending a lot of energy on things that aren’t your work, and you’re not as creative or as innovative as you’d like to be.”

She concluded, “If you’re in the closet, you’re less likely to engage socially with your colleagues. Then you won’t be seen as a team player, and that will hurt your ability to move up.”

“WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK”

Christine Bland, an engineer at Lockheed Martin, received NOGLSTP’s 2014 LGBTQ Engineer of the Year Award for her remarkable engineering accomplishments on NASA’s Deep Space Exploration projects and for her visibility and contributions as a transgender role model in the company. Bland’s leadership contributed to Lockheed Martin’s being the first aerospace/defense company to recruit at transgender career fairs in Denver and other locations.

Bland has worked at Lockheed for more than 25 years and is currently a senior engineer, subject matter expert, and point of contact for all complex electronics for the NASA Orion project. Her job is critical, and the stakes are high. But no decision she ever made in her long career was as momentous as the decision she made, after years of internal struggle, to change gender.

Bland was born male and transitioned in 2011, when she was about 55, with the full support of her employer. Lockheed Martin had participated in HRC’s CEI for several years, and by 2011, LGBTQ employees were included in the company’s nondiscrimination policies and benefits. “When I came out of the closet, Lockheed had already passed huge, huge milestones on the road to LGBTQ equality and had already scored 100 on the CEI.”

The process of transitioning was a long and agonizing one. In 1997, Bland reached out to the local Pride chapter for help. “It was getting so nervous about taking this step,” she said. “I was very concerned about losing my job.” Pride referred Bland to human resources at Lockheed. “They assured me I would not lose my job, and that the company was moving toward more inclusive policies for transgender employees. They told me, ‘We’ve got your back.’”

Despite the difficulties, there were some humorous moments along the way. Bland explained that often during the transitioning process, people gradually change their appearance in small ways, signaling that they are dealing with gender issues. She said, “At one point, I started wearing nail polish. I was in a meeting that HR had arranged for me to tell my managers what I was doing before I came out publicly. They were all very surprised and said they thought I was wearing nail polish because I was an ‘artist type,’ ‘Bohemian’ engineer!”

The meeting at which Bland came out publically was carefully planned so that everyone she worked with got the same information about her transition and about Lockheed’s policies on transgender employees at the same time. The Orion project involves all the company’s business lines, and all Bland’s managers, team, customers, and suppliers were present. She observed, “I think the consistency of the message delivered that day is one of the reasons I’ve been so successful. The support I’ve gotten is just awesome. It’s all been positive.”

Coming out transformed Bland’s life. She founded the Transgender Council at Lockheed and relishes the freedom to work on diversity and inclusion issues, speaking at conferences, and reaching out to college students. She said being her “true, authentic self” has made her more open. “I’m more interested in different areas of engineering. I used to just focus on the task at hand. Now I want to explore other disciplines, new projects. I’m free of the fear that resulted from living under cover. I feel there’s nothing I can’t do.”

Editor’s note: There is some disagreement in the gay community whether the use of the term “queer” (Q) is a pejorative term, as it was considered traditionally. Others, however, feel its usage is an act of reclaiming the term as their own.
Pop star Taylor Swift stands at the point of a fully automated propeller bridge, suspended over the audience, playing her heart out. This stunning effect, designed by TAIT Towers, is the result of close collaboration between gifted technicians, artists — and engineers.

By Seabright McCabe, SWE Contributor

A 1960 AMC Rambler careens out of control, onlookers gasping as 1.5 tons of Detroit steel jump a curb, screeching to a halt just short of a solid wall. This scene played out in Chicago, not on a city street, but onstage at Steppenwolf Theatre, in a production of Purple Heart.

“That show had a flamethrower in it, too — my big break in professional theater,” Beth Martell, now a theater consultant at top-tier architectural firm DLR/Westlake Reed Leskosky, said. “We did it on a National Endowment for the Arts grant, with an engineer who designed software for the theater’s new automation system.” Using LabVIEW, the team controlled the car’s multiple axes of motion from a PC. “The challenge was not only having the car move, but also accelerate and decelerate, putting a huge strain on all of the hardware involved. You can’t just break the system to stop the car; you’ll snap the components.”

As a special effects technician, Martell designed the complex cue. “This is the kind of thing we do in theater now, and it’s important for us to understand engineering concepts and safety factors, and to bring engineers in when we know we’ve hit the limits of our knowledge.”

Currently, Martell works with engineers on a daily basis. “Everything we do in theater architecture is a technical challenge that requires engineers. It’s clear we need each other,” she said. “Structural, mechanical, and electrical engineers are needed to meet the unique needs of theatrical equipment and theater buildings. I facilitate the process by ‘translating’ theatrical requirements to engineers who might not think in those terms.” Martell, who also heads the board of directors for the United States Institute for Theatre Technology (USITT), co-wrote a book with her husband in 2015, *The Physics of Theatre: Mechanics*, to offer a clear, conceptual grounding in physics as applied to theatrical situations.
ENGINEERING THE MAGIC OF LIVE ENTERTAINMENT | FEATURES

MAKING THE MAGIC SEEM EFFORTLESS

Working behind the scenes is part of the job, but that invisibility makes it challenging to promote theater technology as a viable career path.

“There’s a massive amount of technology and engineering that goes into live entertainment, but most people don’t think about it,” David Grindle, executive director, USITT, said. “We want women engineers in this profession, but first they have to know the jobs are here.”

For example, millions have seen “The Phantom of the Opera,” but few know that its Tony Award-winning sets were designed by Maria Björnson. “Audiences are blown away by the boat sailing smoothly across the stage as candles rise out of the floor. It’s all done with programmable controllers,” Grindle said. “With only 8 inches of floor depth, all of those candles telescope. Then there’s the rigging and automation needed to swing a giant chandelier through the house and crash it safely on the stage in the same spot each night. And when you take a show like that on tour or to a modern cruise ship where people expect to be blown away by the boat sailing, every part of it is automated. Every part of it can lift, descend, slide, move.”

BIGGER, BETTER, MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN ENGINEERS

“We’re in massive need of engineers right now, and salaries here are comparable to the big aerospace and industrial firms. We just have to get the word out,” Gemma Guy, senior director of business development, TAIT Towers, said. TAIT is a world leader in automation, staging, and engineering for the live entertainment industry, which includes events such as concerts, music festivals, amusement parks, and Olympic ceremonies, to name a few.

“What do we need?” Guy ticked off the openings. “Controls engineers, with a background in robotics and motion control. Electrical engineers — we have only one woman in a team of 30. Mechanical and structural engineers to build the moving stages. Lighting engineers that fly people around at high speeds, big structures that seem to appear or collapse out of nowhere.

“A lot of shows these days feature robotics, so we do a lot of video mapping to the robot movement, writing interfaces for that, and we have only one woman engineer at that level,” Guy continued. “You might think that rock and roll concerts — with huge moving stages, structures, animatronics — is not something that you can do as a woman. I don’t accept that. We’d 100 percent love to have more women.”

Audience interest in that need, Guy has worked alongside Martell and Grindle for many years to advance educational outreach, and TAIT exhibits at USITT’s annual conference. “We love it when theater majors drag their friends from engineer- ing programs to the show. When we show them videos of what we do, they’re blown away by how can they use their degree in such a cool way.”

In fact, some of TAIT’s mechanical engineering hires have gone straight from college to designing and building stages and structures that fly such performers as Beyoncé and Madonna. “We’ve got this huge, 80-foot bridge that goes up, down, and rotates for Taylor Swift’s concert tour,” Guy said. “Our engineers apply their knowledge to doing incredible things.”

TAIT also collaborates with USITT, Cinque du Soleil, and others in a program called USITT Elite, a national search for top students in each behind-the-scenes discipline, culminating in a three-day intensive workshop in Las Vegas. “We choose the eight top students in each discipline to shadow Cinque’s operations and take workshops,” Guy said. “We hire out of that course every year.”

PASSING THE “GENDER MOMENT”

Technology for live entertainment is all about collaboration. Like SWE, USITT recognizes that the more diverse backgrounds and perspectives are brought to a collaboration, the stronger its potential. “Our diversity includes women. It’s really been a generational shift,” Grindle said. “Right around the mid-to-late 1980s, that’s when we noticed that the gender issue was fading away. Now, people look be- yond that ‘gender moment’ immediately. In entertainment engineering, there’s a greater presence of women in traditional areas such as rigging, scenic design, lighting, and programming technology. Grindle continued. “Where we really need to grow is with women in sound design and sound engineering. When you ask for the top women sound designers, there can be one name or two, and that’s not even near the number of men. So our sound commission is going out of their way to create opportunities.”

Those opportunities are some of the most diverse people found in any profession. “People sometimes think we all live in a production of ‘Hair,’ where everyone is completely wild, left-leaning, no rules,” Grindle laughed. “But we’re a welcoming community for everyone. We have people of all political and religious beliefs, all genders and ethnicities. There’s always been a strong LGBTQ component in entertainment, though back in the day, it wasn’t discussed,” Grindle said. “It’s better now, but not ideal. There’s room for improvement.”

To support and build diversity, USITT recently announced funding of $185,000 for outreach through its Gateway diversity initiative. “The program was founded after the tragic death of one of our board members, an African-American woman who was incredibly active and famous for calling out the lack of diversity in the profession,” Grindle said. “Her dream was to create a place where you could find someone who had had your experiences and could identify. The program’s job is to help open doors, make introductions, and change the industry’s impression that ‘there’s no one out there like that to hire’.”

USITT’s outreach parallels SWE’s in many ways. For one, the Gateway program’s goal is to create mentoring relationships and partnerships that extend for long periods of time. “We identify young professionals first, then find the mentor that can best help them. Then we build on that by giving them time with a cohort of mentors. So each person has 12 resources looking out for them.”

USITT also reaches out to under- served schools. “Our conference goes to a different city each year,” Grindle said. “We present students with women, people of color, professionals who are not who they might expect to see. We did this with a predominantly Hispanic school in Salt Lake City last year. One student was saying, ‘I didn’t know people who look like me did these jobs. Now I really like doing this!’ What’s great is that now our diversity in various jobs is growing.”

SPARKING INDUSTRY INNOVATION

USITT recently announced $500,000 in grants available for research and development, and a call for proposals is planned for March. “Maybe there’s someone out there with an engineering idea, looking to see if it’s usable in entertainment or entertainment architecture,” Grindle added. “We’re casting the broadest possible net.”

USITT has been responsible for several industry innovations, among them DMX, the open-source computer code that allows lights to communicate with with lights. Ten years ago, USITT gave a $10,000 grant to a group that was convinced they could make an LED theatrical light. “With incandescent, there’s a lamp and a reflector, and a single light source sends light through a focal point,” Grindle explained. “With LEDs, you need multiple light sources and have to deal with additive power. So instead of pointing a reflector behind the instrument, they lined the barrel with reflectors. And it mixes all the individual light sources into one beam that goes through the focal point.”

“The team’s design went on to become the industry’s first theatrical LED. Its inventors sold the technology and returned twice the money to the grant fund.”

“Our next big thing may be the ‘white space’ issue in sound design,” Grindle continued. “Because cell phone companies bought up all the bandwidth, live events are now crammed into a very narrow band. If you have old equipment, you’re going to get blocked. So we want to find a new way to transmit this kind of information, other than radio fre- quency. That’s the level of impact we’re hoping to help make.”

REACHING OUT TO FILL THE PIPELINE

Though the number of women engi- neers behind live entertainment still relatively small, Grindle believes it’s
bound to grow. "The people backstage are as much artists as those in front of the curtain," Grindle said. "We have a lot of openings, and we need engineers who think like theater people!"

Guy emphasized the value of outreach by the industry to young women. "When I go out and teach theater automation, so many girls come up to me and say, 'I never knew this was even an option for me.'"

"When you think about it, the world is half men and half women," Martell concluded. "Theater is about understanding humanity. Well, how do you understand humanity if half of it isn't represented? If women are not there to help design, build, and interpret the story, we lose half of the story we're telling." 🌈

In the Spotlight: Suzanna Paulos, R&D Engineer

Since 2013, Suzanna Paulos has been an R&D engineer with TAIT Towers. "I was always interested in making and building things," she said. "When I was 6 years old, all I wanted for my birthday was a set of real tools. My grandfather gave me one filled with his old tools, and it was the best gift I ever got. I have that toolbox to this day."

After graduating in 2010 from the California Institute of Technology, Paulos worked in factory automation, on custom machines that could solve existing problems. "In the factories, and as a young woman fresh out of college, there was always a look of surprise when I went on-site as the robot expert," she said.

Through this job, she ended up subcontracting for TAIT. "They had these industrial robots moving video screens for a big music festival," Paulos said. "They had it all set up, but nobody really knew how to program them. So I showed up."

"It was an entirely new world for me. When TAIT hired me as a robot expert, the project manager greeted me with a smile and a handshake, and there was no surprised look whatsoever. Over the course of that project and over the last several years here, I realized the entertainment industry is so diverse and filled with such a range of creative people that it was an incredible place to be as a young woman engineer. It’s not about who you are, but what you can do and what you can create."

One of Paulos’ favorite projects was developing a 15-foot-tall animatronic merman called "King Triton" for a production in Tokyo. "It had 26 axes, and as the controls engineer on the project, I was taking 26 axes and 26 servo motors, not just making them all run but also creating the interface for the 26 motors to make them mimic human movement," she said.

Paulos enjoyed working with a diverse group, committed to turning a mechanical man into a lifelike figure. "The motion was designed by an animator using my software, and so I got to work with the show’s director, the animator, the artists who created what Triton looked like, and the mechanical team building the figure. As the controls engineer, I was right in the middle of it all."

"I didn’t realize how much engineering is needed in the entertainment industry until I was actually doing it," Paulos added. "It’s such an exciting field for an engineer because it’s always breaking the boundaries of what is possible for the future."
women engineers you should know

Taken together, these individual women present a mosaic of experiences, contributions, and achievements. Their stories demonstrate that there is no one “typical” woman engineer — just many women engineers blazing new trails in a traditionally male profession, aiming to make the world a better place.

By Anne Perusek, Director of Editorial and Publications
Women engineers you should know

WOMEN ENGINEERS YOU SHOULD KNOW

Greetings! Are you aware of the significant contributions of women in the engineering field? In this section, we highlight the lives and contributions of women engineers who have made meaningful changes in the workplace and in our society.

Despite their significant and high-profile work, these women are not famous in the typical ways of our culture. As is frequently the case, those working behind the scenes and out of the limelight make real change and meaningful contributions in the workplace and in our communities. And while readers may know and recognize some of the names put forth here, none of our “Women Engineers You Should Know” have instant name recognition, but may be well known and respected within their specialties.

Names are brought forward through SWE social media channels, as well as through the SWE editorial board. Gathering and reviewing the information on so many interesting and accomplished women is a powerful experience and a bit overwhelming at the same time. Because we recognize women engineers as having multi-dimensional lives beyond professional practice, there is a complex, human side to each story.

This is our third installment of what has become an annual series. As with the previous installations, determining a final list was quite challenging, and our selections are not meant to be definitive.

APRILAM (API) APPULINGAM, P.E.
Growing up, civil aviation project manager Aprilam (Api) Appulingam, P.E., lived in five different countries and visited more than 20, developing an inquisitive spirit and love for travel and exploration that has remained with her. Raised in a traditional Sri Lankan family, during high school she was selected to attend the Texas Governor’s Honors program. Participating in this intensive three-week residential program, she acquired leadership, conflict resolution, ethical decision-making, and critical thinking skills that have continued to serve her well throughout her education and career.

Following in her father’s footsteps, Appulingam became a civil engineer, graduating from Texas A&M with her B.S. in civil engineering in 2004.

After graduation, she joined RS&H, a facilities, infrastructure, and aviation consulting firm, and has devoted the last 12 years to the aviation industry. She has successfully managed projects in the U.S. and internationally with clients ranging from general aviation airports to large-hub airports. Currently, Appulingam is project manager for the Stage 1 Airfield Development Project of the Philadelphia International Airport’s Capacity Enhancement Program, a multi-year, multi-billion dollar improvement program. Appulingam earned an MBA from the University of Dallas in 2012.

ELEANOR BAUM, PH.D., F.SWE
Holding the distinction as the first woman dean of an engineering school in the United States, Eleanor Baum, Ph.D., F.SWE, attended high school in the 1970s and was actively discouraged from entering engineering. Told that no one would marry her if she became an engineer, and urged to become a math teacher instead, Dr. Baum ignored this advice—a conscious act of rebellion, she recalls. Rejected by one university because there were no women’s rest- rooms, she was accepted by the City College of New York and was the only female in her class. After graduating and working in the aerospace industry, she returned to school and discovered her love for teaching. Since receiving her Ph.D. from New York Polytechnic University in 1974, her career has remained in academia.

Among her “firsts” is appointment as dean of Pratt Institute’s School of Engineering in 1984, and in 1995, as the first female president of the American Society for Engineering Education. She was named dean of the Albert Nerken School of Engineering at Cooper Union in 1987; later becoming dean emeritus. A strong advocate for women in the engineering profession, Dr. Baum is a SWE Fellow and received the Suzanne Jenniches Upward Mobility Award in 1990. She also is a fellow of ASSEE, IEEE, and serves as president of ABET, as well as on the National Science Foundation advisory board. Dr. Baum was inducted into the National Women’s Hall of Fame in 2007. And, despite all warnings to the contrary, Dr. Baum did marry. She and her husband, Paul, raised their children together, with the help of a nanny in the early years.

KRISTEN GRAF
A dynamic leader in the field of renewable energy, Kristen Graf is the executive director of the nonprofit organization Women of Wind Energy (WoWE), a position that allows her to blend two of the issues she feels most strongly about — advancing renewable energy and advocating women in society. A 2001 graduate of Cornell University, Graf received her B.S. in agricultural and biological engineering. She was active in the SWE section there, serving as a member of the executive team. During her time at Cornell, Graf also worked to expand the role of renewable energy in agriculture across New York state through the Cornell Cooperative Extension.

She spent five years as the clean energy program coordinator and research associate with the Union of Concerned Scientists in Boston. Her focus was renewable energy policy at the state and national levels, particularly wind and biomass energy in New England.

Graf’s contributions have not gone unnoticed. She was named a senior fellow in the Environmental Leadership Program’s Eastern Region in 2011, and also received the U.S. Department of Energy’s CŒur Initiative’s Mid-Career Achievement in Mentoring and Education Award.

A native of Pittsburgh, Graf resides in Brooklyn, New York. She enjoys riding her bike to work, spending time with her niece and nephews, and surfing off Long Island.

FLORENCE HUDSON
Among the first women to graduate from Princeton University with a degree in mechanical and aerospace engineering, Florence Hudson has been committed to the advancement of women in engineering throughout her career. Whether working on future missions around Jupiter at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory just out of college, or during her 30-plus-year tenure at IBM, where she held significant leadership assignments, to her present position as senior vice president and chief innovation officer for Internet2, Hudson has consistently and clearly articulated the creative and innovative aspects of the profession and the importance of diversity.

Joining SWE while a student at Princeton, Hudson was president of the collegiate section. Years later, she was IBM’s executive on loan to SWE, serving as the special director of strategic planning on the SWE board of directors. Now a regular occurrence, Hudson was the first person to serve as a advisor director on SWE’s board.

Hudson’s commitment to outreach and preserving the history of women in engineering have been expressed in numerous ways, including laying the groundwork for SWE’s recent youth programs. She is married with two adult children.

MARIA KLAWE, PH.D.
Defying convention and expectations in more than one way, computer scientist Maria Klawe, Ph.D., is the first female president of Harvey Mudd College. She received both her Ph.D. and B.Sc. in mathematics from the University of Alberta, and established a successful career in academia long before she revealed another dimension of her being — that of an artist. After turning 40, Dr. Klawe decided it was time to bring her paintings out from hiding, noting that, “Engineering and science are creative disciplines. It shouldn’t be surprising that the creative energy, passion, and talent cross into other areas. I can’t imagine living without painting.”

A strong advocate for women in engineering and STEM professions, Dr. Klawe’s previous positions include dean of engineering and professor of computer science at Princeton University; dean of science at the University of British Columbia, as well as teaching and administrative positions there; and at IBM Research and the University of Toronto. She has made significant contributions to her field and toward increasing diversity in the profession.

Of the decision to conceal her artistic
side, Dr. Klawe notes on the college website that: “I became a professional mathematician and then a computer scientist, it became clear that also being an artist would diminish my credibility (already in question because of being female), so I kept my painting secret.”

Dr. Klawe’s paintings now appear on the Harvey Mudd College website, a level of visibility she believes helps to dispel myths about engineering and who can become an engineer.

Leadership and Innovation: Inspiration and Strategies for Women

An earlier book, Winners Don’t Quit: Today They Call Me Doctor, describes her personal journey from struggling teen mother to becoming the first Afri-
can-American woman to receive a Ph.D. in engineering in the state of Okla-
home. The story is highly acclaimed for its inspiring message. Her latest book, Essentials of Engineering Leadership and Innovation, was just released.

Dr. McCauley received her B.S. in industrial engineering, as well as her master’s and Ph.D., from The University of Oklahoma.

PAMELA MCCAULEY, PH.D.

A professor in the department of ind-
ustrial engineering and management systems at the University of Central Florida, Pamela McCauley, Ph.D., is an expert on ergonomics, human factors, and biomechanics. She directs the university’s Ergonomics Laboratory, leads the Human Factors and Ergonom-
ics in Disaster Management Research team, and is the faculty advisor to the SWE collegiate section. Recently, she completed an assignment with the U.S. State Department as a Jefferson Science Fellow, a program that engages the American academic science and engineering community with U.S. foreign policy.

Dr. McCauley has written more than 80 technical papers, book chapters, and conference proceedings as well as an ergonomics textbook. She frequently speaks on leadership, diversity, and the importance of STEM education, topics that are also addressed in her book, Transforming Your STEM Career Through Leadership and Innovation: Inspiration and Strategies for Women.

CHRISTINE MERDON, P.E.

Christine Merdon, P.E., is the first female chief operating officer (COO) of the Architect of the Capitol, bringing 30 years of engineering experience to the position. She has exerted tremendous influence on many of the iconic features in Washington, D.C., and the surround-
ing area. Merdon was responsible for the recently completed Capitol Dome renovation, which posed many technical and logistical challenges. In addition to the high-visibility place the Capitol occupies, there were issues regarding historical preservation, replication of iconic historical construction features, plus deft management of contractors and stakeholders, all requiring skillful navigation.

Merdon has described her position as her “dream job.” She has also worked on projects at the White House, Camp David, and other support facilities. Earlier in her career, she was responsible for managing such visible projects as the Washington Nationals Park, the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial, and the National Museum of African American History and Culture.

Merdon received her B.S. and M.S. in civil engineering from the University of Maryland, College Park, and actively supports the women in engineering program there. The mother of a teenage daughter, Merdon has written about the importance of serving as an example and role model to young women, particularly young women interested in traditionally male-dominated professions.

ALICIA M. MORGAN

Following more than 13 years in industry, Alicia M. Morgan embarked on a path in the nonprofit sector, applying her professional and educational experi-
ences in this new environment. She is currently the STEM 2.0 insight project researcher for the office of strategic initiatives at the Dallas County Com-

munity College District, which provides a web portal for STEM education and resources for middle through high school students.

Morgan graduated from Tuskegee University with a B.S. in aerospace, aero-
nautical, and astronautical engineering, and holds a master’s in industrial engineering from New Mexico State University. Throughout her career, youth outreach has been her priority. A dedicated volunteer for the Dallas SWE Section, she is active in outreach and programs. She served as advisory board chair for the Academies of Engineering and Biomedical Sciences at Bryan Adams High School in Dallas. As a program leader at Heart House, a nonprofit that provides safety, education, and opportunity to refugee and underserved children, she facilitated STEM learning centers for K-8 grade students.

Morgan received the 2016 K-12 Promotion of Education Award at the Women of Color STEM conference.

ELAINE PITTS, F.SWE

Elaine Pitts, F.SWE, was instrumental to the growth of the Society of Women Engineers from the early years on, holding numerous leadership positions and assuming responsibility on all levels of the organization, including the board of directors and board of trustees.

She worked on the First International Conference of Women Engineers and Scientists, held in 1964, and was a mentor to many younger women.

Pitts had a career with numerous twists and turns, starting as a packaging engineer with a mail order company in her native Chicago, and ending up in New York City as vice president of corporate relations for the Sperry & Hutchinson Co. One of her delights in that position was working with 4-H clubs around the country. After retiring, she moved to California to start a pack-
aging company with an old friend. Elected a SWE Fellow in 1986, Pitts was also an officer with American Women in Radio and Television and the Society of Packaging and Handling Engineers.

Locally, Pitts was instrumental in sav-
ing and expanding the library in her new hometown of Foster City, California. She joined the Rotary Club at age 94, and traveling with her walker, helped deliver wheelchairs to Mexico as part of a service project.

Pitts was devoted to her husband, Paul, loved traveling, golf, meeting new people, and helping people. For her 95th birthday, the community in Foster City honored her with a party. At press time, we learned that Pitts had just died, a few months shy of her 100th birthday.

LORRAINE M. PARKER, PH.D.

Closing a 31-year career as an associ-
ate professor of computer science at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU), in 2017 Lorraine M. Parker, Ph.D., became director of diversity and student programs at the university’s school of engineering. Through her innovative programming, Dr. Parker has helped VCU nurture and retain women students — evidenced in the 50 percent increase in the number of women en-
egineering students that has taken place since 2010.

One example of effective advocacy and support for female students is the Vertically Integrated Networking for Engineers (VINE), through which small discipline-specific groups, composed of women in the same discipline but across years of study, meet on a regular basis. Coaching in how to facilitate small group discussions is offered, and each group is asked to do one “give-back” project each year, typically youth outreach.

Dr. Parker received her B.S. in math-
ematical engineering from the University of Bath; a Cert. Ed., also from the University of Bath; and a Ph.D. in computer science from the University of Swansea.

Dr. Parker received her B.S. in math-
ematical engineering from the University of Bath; a Cert. Ed., also from the University of Bath; and a Ph.D. in computer science from the University of Swansea.

LISA THEE

A solution owner in the analytics and artificial intelligence end-to-end solutions team at Intel’s Data Center Group, Lisa Thee is a trailblazer in the fight against human trafficking and sexual exploitation of children. Thee led a team of principal engineers and data scientists across Intel for more than a year, performing proof of concepts and contextual inquiries to define a partnership with the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC), a leading nonprofit in child safety.

She is now leading a team to decrease the processing time for reports of child sexual exploitation made to NCMEC’s Cyberline. It can currently take up to 30 days to process some reports and Thee’s team hopes to reduce this to one day. She is also working alongside NC-
MEC’s partners, Google and Microsoft, on an analytics platform to connect tools from each company for a stream-
lined solution for the NCMEC analysts.

Outside of work, Thee is the founder of the GILA project (Gender Injustice to Lifetime Achievement), a Sacramento-
based program connecting local
nonprofits to support trafficking and domestic violence survivors who have little or no work history, so they may transition into the workforce and from shelter housing to sustainable independence.

There received a Bachelor of Applied Science, industrial and operations research engineering, from the University of Michigan.

KARAN WATSON, PH.D., P.E.

Currently the provost and executive vice president at Texas A&M University, Karan Watson, Ph.D., P.E., has served the university in many positions at the engineering and university levels. She is a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the American Society for Engineering Education, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and IEEE. A recipient of the United States President’s Award for Mentoring for encouraging women and minorities to succeed in STEM fields, Dr. Watson is an advocate for those struggling to complete their programs.

Dr. Watson joined the faculty at Texas A&M in 1983, and is also a Regents Professor in the department of electrical and computer engineering. She is known for “going the extra mile” to counsel students. She has chaired the graduate committees of more than 50 doctoral students and more than 60 master’s degree students, and is known for “going the extra mile” to counsel those struggling to complete their programs.

Dr. Watson received her B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. from Texas Tech University, all in electrical engineering.

Be That Role Model. Be That Engineer.

I t is an exciting time to be an engineer — a member of SWE! Ten years ago, if someone said the term STEM, you might have thought they were talking about flowers, not their child’s education. Ten years ago, diversity numbers for tech companies was definitely not making the news.

And, 10 years ago, a movie about African American women in STEM was not good for job training. They told me how to succeed. They were the ones to tell me that a C in calculus II was not the end of the world and that I was not failing out of engineering school. Dr. Watson, Ph.D., P.E., has served the university in many positions at the engineering and university levels. She is a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the American Society for Engineering Education, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and IEEE. A recipient of the United States President’s Award for Mentoring for encouraging women and minorities to succeed in STEM fields, Dr. Watson is an advocate for those struggling to complete their programs.

Dr. Watson joined the faculty at Texas A&M in 1983, and is also a Regents Professor in the department of electrical and computer engineering. She is known for “going the extra mile” to counsel students. She has chaired the graduate committees of more than 50 doctoral students and more than 60 master’s degree students, and is known for “going the extra mile” to counsel those struggling to complete their programs.

Dr. Watson received her B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. from Texas Tech University, all in electrical engineering.

Be That Role Model. Be That Engineer.

Created upon our founding in 1950, and updated in 1986, SWE’s mission is to:

Stimulate women to achieve full potential in careers as engineers and leaders, expand the image of the engineering profession as a positive force in improving the quality of life, and demonstrate the value of diversity.

From the beginning, SWE has had positive role models in its ranks. Rear Admiral Grace Murray Hopper, Ph.D., inventor of the first compiler for a computer programming language and a founding member of the Society, received the SWE Achievement Award in 1964. Yvonne Brill, known for her development of rocket and jet propulsion technologies, was a SWE Fellow and also received SWE’s Achievement Award, in 1986, and Renzik Challenger Medal in 1995. And our first SWE Society president, Beatrice Hicks, P.E., will be inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame in May for a gas density switch that was used in the U.S. space program. These women were trailblazers. They did not have excellent role models and role models to look up to, such as those featured in our “Women Engineers You Should Know” article appearing in this issue.

Why are role models important? It has been widely researched that you have to see it to be it. When most films have males speaking more than two-thirds of the time and when you have no women engineers on any mainstream TV shows, it makes it much more difficult for a girl to see herself in the role. We’ve seen the rise in women in medicine and law due, in part, to TV programs over the last few decades. This is why having two movies — “Hidden Figures” and “Dream Big” — released already in 2017 with female engineering leads is big deal.

So what can you do? Be that role model. I joined SWE because of the big sib/little sib mentoring program my first year at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. My big sib showed me around campus, helped me buy books, and took me to my first SWE meeting. As the year progressed, other upper-class SWE mentors helped me select my classes and professors for upcoming semesters. They were the ones to tell me that a C in calculus II was not the end of the world and that I was not failing out of engineering school. They told me how women drop out of engineering with 3.2 GPAs, thinking they were not succeeding, when male students wait until they are dropped from the department with 2.0 GPAs. I did not have these mentors, I would have not been an engineer.

As I’ve progressed in my career, I’ve always had someone in SWE to turn to when I needed to. The examples set by SWE members push me to be a better engineer, manager, and SWE volunteer.

So volunteer your time for outreach. Host joint collegiate section and professional section events. Take a group of girls to see “Dream Big.” Run for a SWE office. Run for a political office. Advocate. Be that role model. Be that engineer.
 Investing Yourself in the Right Company

Finding the right job requires preparation and effort, but the results are worth it.

By Catherine Rocky, SWE Editorial Board

Imagine yourself in the right job, right career path, right company, in the right industry. Is it the Fortune 500 manufacturer or consulting firm, a small start-up, or the sole engineer working remotely with a supervisor hundreds of miles away?

Determining where you want to be should be your goal, whether you figure it out while in college before your professional life begins, or at any point along the way. Getting there requires an investment of time and energy to understand both how you apply your degree and address your own needs. If you are in the wrong job, career path, company, or in the entirely wrong industry, there is still time to get on track.

WHAT’S IMPORTANT VERSUS WHAT’S REALLY IMPORTANT

We consider certain factors important to our professional lives: compensation, benefits, location, company reputation, work environment, opportunities for advancement, and professional recognition. Possibly more important, however, are work/life integration, purposeful work, being engaged in the job, having meaningful challenges, making a contribution, an opportunity to benefit society, and a life well lived.

Traditionally, the college or university experience includes choosing a major, working to graduate with minimal debt, and then finding a job. The Wall Street Journal recently stated, “Most colleges and universities spend too much of their energy getting young people in the door and not enough making sure they land good jobs on their way out.”

With this in mind, one should consider career possibilities and utilize career services early on. This is still important whether in college, about to graduate, or in the work force. It is essential to do the research to find the right career for you. This process involves first identifying industries, and then the associated companies and typical roles or jobs available. How much do you know about the industries and companies in which you’re interested? This knowledge is necessary before you get that first opportunity to talk with a prospective employer.

At WE16, I walked around the exhibitors hall, asking two questions:

• How much do the candidates know about your company?
• What should they know about your company?

I received candid comments from technical and human resources representatives of more than 20 companies and organizations. Overall, they felt it was important for candidates to be prepared before submitting resumes or talking with representatives. They could tell those who did their homework. Expecting that professional specialties are well researched and graduating students to be knowledgeable, they offer more leeway to interns just learning the basics of their companies. Just wanting a job is not good enough for a successful match. One company representative suggested asking yourself what was your favorite class, then go find a job related to that subject.

CLEARED IN TO CLUELESS

Although representatives felt that in general, WE16 job candidates are well informed and offer lots of talent, the foremost comment concerned candidates who walk up to the representative and ask, “What do you guys do?” This hardly leaves a favorable first impression. Companies stated that knowledge of their organizations ranged from none to some gleaned from websites, to those who knew quite a bit (usually well-known brands that have name recognition). One representative observed that candidates who visited their booth on opening day, then again on the next, were at least a little more knowledgeable.

Job seekers fall short when they might know the company name or a few products, but did not research enough to know all that they made; or when they have general knowledge but don’t know about key services or products, or industry recognition. Candidates also fall short by not understanding that companies hire all different types of engineers; and that there are many unrealized opportunities, such as hiring a candidate with a degree outside the typical. In addition, situations not usually thought of as needing engineers — such as finance, business units such as sales and program management — may offer opportunities.

Don’t be afraid to ask if there is an opening in a nontraditional area.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW:

INDUSTRIES AND COMPANIES

Candidates should know key information, such as company mission, the industry the company is part of, their global footprint, the specifics about what they make or do, their brands, and for whom they provide their products or services. Job seekers need to understand where the company fits and how it impacts the world — manufacturing retail or commercial products, designing infrastructure, etc. Many companies are in “hidden” industries, with products mostly people don’t know about. Too many candidates are seen as generalists and not willing to pick a career path.

So how can you learn about your career opportunities? Start by understanding the U.S. and world economy. Look at business sectors — a part of the economy made up of companies and comprising industries. An industry is the production of goods or related services and includes a specific group of companies with similar business activities.

Why is this important? Because your choice of industry needs to be interesting and something you care about. Depending upon your career path, you might get locked into an industry (specific knowledge) with an increased or reduced need for your degree. The more you work, the more specific knowledge and experience you have that is transferable. If you switch industries, your degree and experience transferable? Most likely the answer will be yes, but there will be a new vocabulary, processes, customers, competitors, coworkers, experts, and management to learn about.

COMPANY SIZE AND OWNERSHIP

Consider what size company you want to work for. They are generally categorized as large, midsize, or small (which are often start-up partnerships). Business size matters because it can define your opportunities.

The next criteria are structure and ownership. Employers are organized different ways, including: publicly traded (think Fortune 500), privately held, employee-owned, nonprofit, trade/professional organizations, and government. It’s easier to find information available to the public. Employee-owned companies are not required to file an annual report with the government. They are at least 50 percent owned by an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) or other plan. The employers are the shareholders who sell their stock when they leave the company.

JOB ROLES AND YOUR CAREER

Role and title are not necessarily the same, so don’t overthink job title, which is often a business card label or your external identity. Focus on role/function and the purpose of your work. Read the job description and identify opportunities for leadership, impact, and growth. Think outside the traditional view of an engineer: design/project/product/program/software, etc. It does not matter what type of engineer you are because a traditional engineer is more than the technical side — it’s business!

You will likely be part of multifunctional teams in engineering, marketing, and HR, with opportunities for selling your idea, product, project, etc. For career growth, seek out leadership opportunities, find a sponsor and mentor.

IF YOU ARE IN THE WRONG JOB, CAREER PATH, COMPANY, OR IN THE ENTIRELY WRONG INDUSTRY, THERE IS STILL TIME TO GET ON TRACK.

Catherine Rocky is a national account manager with Terracon Consultants Inc. She has a B.S. in geological engineering from South Dakota School of Mines and Technology. Rocky is past president of the Wichita Council of Engineering Societies. She is an at-large member of Region I and a member of the SWE Magazine editorial board.
The “R” Word

Contemplating and preparing for a major life transition can be daunting and exciting at the same time. Though the journey toward retirement is highly personal, there are some perspectives and shared wisdom that may apply to all of us.

By Mary Verstraete, Ph.D., F.SWE, SWE Editorial Board

For the last few years, that “R” word — retirement — has been creeping into my vocabulary. I’ve been at my current job for almost 30 years and although I could probably stay for another 15 years, I’m ready for a change. The question I have been asking myself is, “What’s next?”

Two clear emotions immediately strike when I think about retiring: joy and fear. The first confirms that it is probably time for a change; the second one reminds me that change can be scary.

Given that retirement is a very personal journey, you may be able to relate a bit better if I tell you a bit about myself. I am single and always have been. No children, but I have two goddaughters I’m crazy about who are both in college. I’m open to relationships in the future, I’m crazy about who are both in college. I have only one older sister (also single), who may or may not have medical issues as both of my parents have passed suddenly feel like I’m writing a personal ad? I’ve already dealt with aging-parent issues as both of my parents have passed after dealing with some serious health issues. I have only one older sister (also single), who may or may not have medical issues in the future (not something we can really plan around), and lives eight hours away.

At the age of 40, I hired a financial planner to help me plan for retirement. I will have a good pension, decent savings, and a bit of an inheritance when I retire, so I should be financially stable as I enter this next stage of my life. Thus, I’m ready to consider what the next step has in store for me.

A YEAR OF “BEING” AND THEN WHAT?

One thing I am certain of is that I want to take a year to simply “be.” To do all of the things I don’t have time to do on a daily basis: paint the bedroom, finish remodeling the basement, weed the gardens regularly, take a hike in the middle of a Wednesday morning, try new recipes, go to a movie in the afternoon, become a regular at the gym, etc. I could go on for pages here; everyone probably can. And travel, definitely travel. However, I also know that during that first year it would also be easy to become sedentary and potentially depressed due to the lack of a fixed schedule and the workload I am used to. For many years, I have worked 8–12 hours a day, sometimes six days a week. So sitting on the couch watching TV or reading a book is not something I would be happy with for long periods of time, but I have spent a Sunday binging on movies. I’m a doer, a mover (not a shaker). I enjoy physical activity but also understand the laws of inertia that tend to draw us to the couch.

So the real question is, after that first year — then what? Do I get another job doing something similar to what I’ve been doing? Do I find a new career? Do I get a part-time job? Or do I simply volunteer my time to the numerous causes I’m passionate about? There are a lot of things to think about and, depending on the answer, there are also some necessary preparations. Not being one to make firm plans for the future (because, regardless of your plans, life happens), I have a number of “ideas” or thoughts of things I want to do.

First, I don’t really want to be tied down to a 9-to-5-type job or career. I want the freedom in my schedule to travel, to volunteer when the opportunity arises, or to simply drop everything and go out to lunch with a friend. So that precludes most full-time jobs and many part-time jobs. Employers typically want you to have a relatively fixed schedule, although some may be more flexible.

I also have a burning desire to do something creative. I have always been equally right/left brained and haven’t had time to feed my creative side much during my career. When I left high school, I wanted to be an artist or a writer (which is one of the things that drew me to the SWE editorial board). Both pursuits would require some training and practice, so maybe a class or two during that first year would also be a good idea. I also love photography and am looking forward to taking good pictures, not just by accident, but purposefully. Maybe I’m good enough to sell them; only time will tell.

So where does that leave me as I plan my retirement? At this moment, I’m not sure, and I’m becoming more comfortable with not being sure. No one says I have to be sure. I have the flexibility to try something, and if it isn’t what I want, try something else. So I will continue to have ideas — maybe I’ll even make a list, perhaps even a bucket list. And as I finish writing this, the fear has lessened and the joy has given me something to look forward to on this gray Friday afternoon, sitting at my desk, trying not to think about the mountains of work waiting for me to turn my attention to.

I WANT THE FREEDOM IN MY SCHEDULE TO TRAVEL, TO VOLUNTEER WHEN THE OPPORTUNITY ARISES, OR TO SIMPLY DROP EVERYTHING AND GO OUT TO LUNCH WITH A FRIEND.

Mary C. Verstraete, Ph.D., F.SWE, an associate professor of biomedical engineering and interim associate dean for undergraduate studies at The University of Akron. A member of the SWE Magazine editorial board, Dr. Verstraete was named SWE’s Distinguished Engineering Educator in 2007, received the Society’s Outstanding Faculty Advisor Award in 2011, and became a SWE Fellow in 2016.
Hidden Figures: A Comparison of the Book and the Film

Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of the Black Women Mathematicians Who Helped Win the Space Race

By Margot Lee Shetterly

ISBN-10: 0062363603
Film version released Dec. 25, 2016, 20th Century Fox

Screenplay by Theodore Melfi and Allison Schroeder; directed by Theodore Melfi

By Marcie Mathis, SWE Editorial Board

I read the book Hidden Figures before seeing the movie and found them worthwhle. If you have the time, I recommend that you experience both. If you don't have time, I recommend — if you haven't already — you see the film. The movie gives life to the story of three African-American women — Katherine G. Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan, and Mary Jackson — with degrees in math, who worked as human “computers” at NASA during the United States’ race to get astronauts in space. The women crunched the numbers by hand, saving the engineers time. While their jobs as computers seem menial for someone with a college degree in math when compared with their white male engineer counterparts, working at NASA paid significantly more than the more common option for an educated black woman in 1940s and 1950s segregated Virginia, which was teaching at a black school.

The women were assigned to central offices, known as computer pools, which were segregated — one for blacks and one for whites. Engineers would run tests, originally for warplanes and later for spacecraft, and provide the copious data, with the needed equations, to the computer pools. Using basic calculating machines, the women crunched the numbers by hand, saving the engineers time. While their jobs as computers seem menial for someone with a college degree in math when compared with their white male engineer counterparts, working at NASA paid significantly more than the more common option for an educated black woman in 1940s and 1950s segregated Virginia, which was teaching at a black school.

The women were assigned to central offices, known as computer pools, which were segregated — one for blacks and one for whites. Engineers would run tests, originally for warplanes and later for spacecraft, and provide the copious data, with the needed equations, to the computer pools. Using basic calculating machines, the women crunched the numbers by hand, saving the engineers time. While their jobs as computers seem menial for someone with a college degree in math when compared with their white male engineer counterparts, working at NASA paid significantly more than the more common option for an educated black woman in 1940s and 1950s segregated Virginia, which was teaching at a black school.

During World War II, the women stayed during World War II, the women stayed with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) and on the moon. The women were assigned to central offices, known as computer pools, which were segregated — one for blacks and one for whites. Engineers would run tests, originally for warplanes and later for spacecraft, and provide the copious data, with the needed equations, to the computer pools. Using basic calculating machines, the women crunched the numbers by hand, saving the engineers time. While their jobs as computers seem menial for someone with a college degree in math when compared with their white male engineer counterparts, working at NASA paid significantly more than the more common option for an educated black woman in 1940s and 1950s segregated Virginia, which was teaching at a black school.

While I am glad I read the book, with all the extra information it included, I am thankful the movie is so well done, and is so entertaining, because the stories need to be told, and the movie continues to attract a wide, receptive audience. People are watching the movie and learning about the meaningful, but previously hidden, contributions these women made.

At the end of the film, it was interesting to see some pictures of the actual women. One of the key NASA mathematicians in the story, Katherine Johnson, received the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2015. In a Los Angeles Times interview, she was asked, “Do you have any thoughts on how to get more women and people of color into math, science and engineering?” Johnson replied, “Go see ‘Hidden Figures’, and take a young person! It will give a more positive outlook on what is possible if you work hard, do your best, and are prepared.”

Headstrong: 52 Women Who Changed Science — and the World

By Rachel Swaby

Broadway Books, April 2015
ISBN-10: 0553446797
Paperback, 288 pages

By Marilyn Reeder, F.SWE, SWE Editorial Board

The first paragraph of the introduction to Headstrong grabbed my attention immediately. The woman recognized as the inspiration for the book was a woman I knew and respected. SWE members are very familiar with Yvonne Brill, F.SWE, a woman who has been recognized by the Society many times, including through both the Achievement Award and the Reznik Challenger Medal. She received the American Association of Engineering Societies’ John Fritz Medal in 2009, and President Barack Obama presented her the National Medal of Technology and Innovation in 2011, recognizing her achievements in rocket propulsion satellites. Yet, upon her passing in 2011, The New York Times published an obituary that focused on her cooking skills and domestic life before mentioning that she was a brilliant rocket scientist. As Swaby points out, “Oh right. That.” An uproar ensued for example. Only scientists whose lives have been completed are included. This was-to ensure that their lasting influence is clear. Unfortunately, because the entry of women of color into STEM was delayed there is little diversity.

Some of the women included here have vaguely familiar names. Virginia Appar, M.D., developed the Appar score used to assess a newborn’s health. Maria Mitchell was one of the first Americans to discover a comet and chart its orbit. Inge Lehmann discovered the Earth’s inner core through her work in seismology. Mary Cartwright, D.Phil., a mathematician, is credited with early work in chaos theory.

Some of the women in Headstrong have been showcased in SWE’s ongoing series “Women Engineers You Should Know,” which appears in this issue of SWE Magazine. In addition to Brill, a number of the names will be familiar as prominent women of science: Grace Murray Hopper, Ph.D.; Rachel Carson; and Sally Ride. Ph.D. Others are familiar as a result of other parts of their lives, Florence Nightingale and Hedy Lamarr, for example. Only scientists whose lives have been completed are included. This was-to ensure that their lasting influence is clear. Unfortunately, because the entry of women of color into STEM was delayed there is little diversity.

Some of the women included here have vaguely familiar names. Virginia Appar, M.D., developed the Appar score used to assess a newborn’s health. Maria Mitchell was one of the first Americans to discover a comet and chart its orbit. Inge Lehmann discovered the Earth’s inner core through her work in seismology. Mary Cartwright, D.Phil., a mathematician, is credited with early work in chaos theory.

Some of the women in Headstrong have been showcased in SWE’s ongoing series “Women Engineers You Should Know,” which appears in this issue of SWE Magazine. In addition to Brill, a number of the names will be familiar as prominent women of science: Grace Murray Hopper, Ph.D.; Rachel Carson; and Sally Ride. Ph.D. Others are familiar as a result of other parts of their lives, Florence Nightingale and Hedy Lamarr, for example. Only scientists whose lives have been completed are included. This was-to ensure that their lasting influence is clear. Unfortunately, because the entry of women of color into STEM was delayed there is little diversity.

Some of the women included here have vaguely familiar names. Virginia Appar, M.D., developed the Appar score used to assess a newborn’s health. Maria Mitchell was one of the first Americans to discover a comet and chart its orbit. Inge Lehmann discovered the Earth’s inner core through her work in seismology. Mary Cartwright, D.Phil., a mathematician, is credited with early work in chaos theory.

Some of the women in Headstrong have been showcased in SWE’s ongoing series “Women Engineers You Should Know,” which appears in this issue of SWE Magazine.
LGBTQ+ Role Models

Most of us would agree that role models are important, and I would add that they are especially important to people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, questioning, queer, and gender nonconforming.

By Marcie Mathis, SWE Editorial Board

Role models are key to getting more young people interested in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). SWE understands the importance of this in terms of reaching and encouraging girls and young women. For LGBTQ+ young people, this is not just about getting them interested in STEM, role models and mentors can be essential to their thriving, and in some cases, even life saving. This is part of what the campaign called “It Gets Better” was about. From www.igetbeter.org: “Growing up isn’t easy. Many young people face daily tormenting and bullying, leading them to feel like they have nowhere to turn. This is especially true for LGBT kids and teens, who often hide their sexuality for fear of bullying. Without other openly gay adults and mentors in their lives, they can’t imagine what their future may hold.”

According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, the rate of suicide attempts is four times greater for lesbian, gay, and bisexual youth and two times greater for questioning youth than that of straight youth. In the 2015 U.S. National Transgender Survey (National Center for Transgender Equality) 40 percent of transgender adults reported having made a suicide attempt. 92 percent of transgender adults reported having made a suicide attempt. 92 percent of transgender adults reported having made a suicide attempt before the age of 25.

In a practice brief called “Helping Families to Support Their Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) Children” (by Caitlin Ryan, Ph.D., director, Family Acceptance Project™ – San Francisco State University), there is a list of “Family Behaviors that Reduce Your LGBT Child’s Risk for Health and Mental Health Problems and Help Promote Their Well-Being.” The list includes: “Connect your child with an LGBT adult role model to show them options for the future.”

Role models and mentors are important in college and workplaces, too. More than once, students have stopped by the National Organization of Gay and Lesbian Scientists and Technical Professionals (NOGLSTP) table at the SWE annual conference career fair and asked me: “Do I need to go back in the closet to get a job?” and “How can I tell which companies would accept me the way I am?” There are many companies that are LGBTQ+ friendly, but may not have any

thing obvious at their career fair booth that indicates so. Companies need to be obvious if they are serious about diverse hiring that includes LGBTQ+ employees. Even better, the companies can have an LGBT+ person at their career fair booth. It is also important for people already working to have role models and mentors — happy and successful out leaders and mentors.

Yes, things have progressed as far as LGBTQ+ rights and acceptance in the workplace, but people are still being rejected by their families, and youth are being kicked out of their homes, for who they are and whom they love. This makes role models and mentors for LGBTQ+ people essential in general, and even more important for science, engineering, and math fields. These are not the stereotypical jobs for LGBTQ+ folks, and it is important for people to know the breadth of opportunities out there and that if you are LGBTQ+, you aren’t limited to certain jobs or places to work. A challenge for an LGBTQ+ role model is that you have to work a little harder to be obvious than say, a person of color, because being LGBTQ+ is not something you can necessarily tell by a person’s appearance. That means that to be a role model, you have to be out yourself, and obvious enough about it that other folks can recognize you as an out LGBTQ+ role model.

BEING OUT IS A BRAVE, PERSONAL CHOICE. IF YOU ARE STRUGGLING WITH THAT CHOICE, REMEMBER WHAT THE WORLD IS LOSING BY NOT HAVING MORE PEOPLE WITH THE COURAGE TO CHOOSE BEING ROLE MODELS.

Being out is a brave, personal choice, but if you are struggling with that choice, remember what the world is losing by not having more people with the courage to choose being role models.

Marcie Mathis graduated from the University of Washington with a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering. She has spent most of her engineering career as a civilian U.S. Navy employee and currently works at the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility in Bremerton, Washington. Mathis joined SWE in 1988 as a student and currently serves on the multicultural committee and as a member of the SWE Magazine editorial board.
Mildred Spiewak Dresselhaus, Ph.D.

Inspirational “queen of carbon science,” recipient of numerous awards, including the Presidential Medal of Freedom

1930 – 2017

Mildred Spiewak Dresselhaus, Ph.D., member of the SWE Boston Section and faculty member at MIT for more than 55 years, died Feb. 20, 2017. A pioneer in the field of carbon science and nanoscience, she held five U.S. patents and was the author/co-author of more than 1,400 publications. Her groundbreaking work was recognized relatively early in her career with the SWE Achievement Award in 1971, followed by many others. These included the National Medal of Science in Engineering (the first female recipient), the Enrico Fermi Award, the Vannevar Bush Award, the Kavli Prize, the IEEE Medal of Honor (also the first female recipient), and the Presidential Medal of Freedom. Dr. Dresselhaus was the first female Institute Professor at MIT, of Freedom. Dr. Dresselhaus was the recipient), and the Presidential Medal of Honor (also the first female Bush Award, the Kavli Prize, the IEEE Medal of Honor). In 1971, she was the featured speaker. Quoting the advice dispensed by Dr. Dresselhaus that evening, “when disaster strikes, she encouraged her to be a good student. Later, Dr. Yalow was her teacher at Hunter College High School on Manhattan’s Upper East Side, and the two stayed in touch. Dr. Dresselhaus recalled that she had similar kinds of problems as I would face … she encouraged me to go seriously into science.” The funding that Abby Rockefeller Mauzé provided for female professors at MIT also provided important encouragement. Dr. Dresselhaus explained: “She funded a sitting professorship for women in science and engineering. I was an early beneficiary. These fields are important for society, and women weren’t there.” It was because of that professorship, Dr. Dresselhaus said, that “the faucet was opened.” Another mentor was Nobel laureate Enrico Fermi, Ph.D., under whom she studied at The University of Chicago, where she received her Ph.D. in 1958. Discussing the importance of advocacy in the same interview, Dr. Dresselhaus noted, “I’ve been involved with SWE since the 1960s.” As an Achievement Award recipient, she became a lifetime member, and her presence was felt at SWE Boston and SWE MIT Collegiate Section activities in particular. Longtime members fondly recalled their memories of “Millie.” Beth Silverman noted that at one MIT section activity, “in the early to mid-1990s, she came in. Other than her hair — gray and in her traditional pinned-up braids — she looked just like the students, in jeans and a sweater!” On news of Dr. Dresselhaus’ death, the SWE Boston newsletter reprinted an article from 2013, which recapped a professional development meeting in which she was the featured speaker. Quoting the advice dispensed by Dr. Dresselhaus that evening, “when disaster strikes, don’t despair but patiently try to find your new path.” Dr. Dresselhaus is survived by her husband, Gene, and their four children and their families. —Anne Petusek

Sources: SWE Archives; MIT News, news.mit.edu

Elizabeth Iva “Pete” Plunkett

Aviation pioneer, member of SWE’s first class of Fellows

1925 – 2016

A member of the Society’s first class of Fellows, Elizabeth I. “Pete” Plunkett was one of eight women selected for the honor, based on “outstanding service to the advancement of public awareness of engineering as a profession for women.” Plunkett spent her entire career with The Boeing Company, based in Seattle. She started out as a “draftsman” in the summer of 1944 while still attending the University of Washington, where she studied mechanical engineering. In 1946, she became a research engineer, and over the years had increasing responsibility for test programs. She spent several years as a research analyst and test director of aerelastic models of hypersonic orbital and space flight systems in the early days of the U.S. space program. Plunkett advanced to become engineering technical laboratory manager — responsible for two laboratories that provided experimental test facilities for all commercial airplanes. In an oral history, Plunkett recalled how much it meant when, relatively early in her career, supervisors showed their support by sending her to the 1956 SWE convention in Detroit. It was her first airplane ride and her first exposure to the supportive atmosphere of SWE. Plunkett’s service to the Pacific Northwest Section and on the Society level continued through her retirement — beginning as Pacific Northwest Section chairman in 1977 to chairing the citizens water advisory committee for San Juan County for six years, and a volunteer firefighter for 17 years. Additional civic engagement included serving on the Cape San Juan District Board for nine years; being an active member of the U.S. Power Squadrons®, and teaching engine maintenance for the Friday Harbor squadron. Plunkett enjoyed power boating and traveling through the U.S. and Canada. She died Sept. 22, 2016, and is survived by a niece, a nephew, and many friends. —Anne Petusek

Sources: SWE Archives; The Seattle Times, Oct. 17-18, 2016

Sources: SWE Archives; The Seattle Times, Oct. 17-18, 2016
Maxine Rogers

SWE senior member, participated in Parade of States at first ICWES in 1964

1926–2016

Maxine Rogers (Pieri) died in August 2016. Born May 19, 1926, Rogers joined SWE in 1965 and was the official representative of the state of Alabama in the “Parade of States” that took place during the first meeting of the International Conference of Women Engineers and Scientists (ICWES), which was established by SWE. Held in New York City in conjunction with the 1964 World’s Fair, ICWES brought together women engineers and scientists from across the globe for their first organized international meeting.

On the opening day of the conference, attendees visited the Fair, which culminated in the “Parade of States,” shown above, at the Federal Pavilion. As part of this parade of delegates from 35 countries and 47 U.S. states, Rogers helped make an impressive statement.

By appointment of the governor of Alabama, Maxine Rogers was the official delegate from the state. Wallace became a controversial figure in the emerging civil rights movement, and later was a candidate for the U.S. presidency in 1968.

Members of SWE’s Corporate Partnership Council (CPC) work with the Society to recruit and retain women in engineering and technology around the globe. CPC members receive access to thought leaders, the latest research on recruitment and retention, and best practices in the field. It’s a mutually beneficial relationship, that ultimately benefits thousands of talented women and their organizations.

TO JOIN THE CPC, VISIT SWE.ORG/CPC.

A copy of the letter from Governor George Wallace of Alabama, designating Rogers (then Rose) the official delegate from the state. Wallace became a controversial figure in the emerging civil rights movement, and later was a candidate for the U.S. presidency in 1968.

From a historical perspective, Rogers came of age during the post World War II period — a time when university course work, combined with company training and apprentice learning, still allowed one to perform as an engineer. While the nature of her work and the technical problems she solved clearly placed her in the realm of engineer, the lack of a university degree put her at a disadvantage when her credentials were reviewed, and on her initial membership application to SWE. It required letters from her employer as well as the word of a SWE president familiar with her work to proceed. Such was the membership standard at a time when women were expected to be taken seriously. Rogers retired in 1991.

— Anne Perusek

Source: SWE Archives
The 50K Coalition

COMMUNITY-LEVEL CHANGE requires the concerted efforts of the many players who can contribute to better system performance to band together around a common agenda.

Collective action is a new way of working that allows individual efforts to add up to big change. Collective impact brings people together, in a structured way, to achieve social change. The five criteria for collective impact success are:

• Agreeing to a common agenda; coming together to collectively define the problem and creating a shared vision to solve it.
• Establishing a shared measurement; agreeing to track progress in the same way, which allows for continuous improvement.
• Fostering mutually reinforcing activities; coordinating collective efforts as needed to maximize the end result.
• Encouraging continuous communication; building trust and relationships among all participants.
• Having a strong backbone organization; having a team dedicated to orchestrating and supporting the work of the 50K Coalition.

By acting together in this powerful way, we will have a tremendous collective impact on the future landscape of the underrepresented minority engineering community. We are confident that our comprehensive strategy and business plan will move us collectively toward fulfilling the 50K Coalition goal of “50,000 diverse engineering graduates annually by 2025!”

Karen Horting, CAE
Executive Director & CEO

Imagining a world in which everyone had access to clean water, life-saving medical equipment and technology, and affordable and sustainable housing and transportation—all this takes engineering. In very real and concrete ways, engineers save lives, prevent disease, reduce poverty, and protect our planet. And, as the number of jobs requiring engineering education grows within the United States, the number of students preparing for those careers remains severely underrepresented. This imbalance threatens our future economic competitiveness, our quality of life, and our national security.

Currently, the U.S. produces about 50,000 engineering graduates annually by 2025. The 50K Coalition will use a Collective Impact framework to develop an evidence-based approach that will inform management decision-making, coalition members’ program improvements, sharing of information, and coalition-member-driven collective action toward achieving the bold national goal of 50,000 diverse engineering graduates annually by 2025.

The 50K Coalition is not another program, but a sustained and structured collaboration of associations, colleges and universities, agencies, corporations, and foundations that will work toward common goals by leveraging their distinctive missions, relationships, and institutional memory.

Karen Horting, CAE
Executive Director & CEO
Winter 2011.


employees in bold are members of the 50K Heritage Club
“Women aged 30 to 39 feel the family-work conflict strongly,” according to SWE’s 1993 “A National Survey of Women and Men Engineers: A Study of the Members of 22 Engineering Societies.” One survey respondent succinctly summarized the problem many professional women face: “I want challenging assignments but need to fit them to day care hours.”

While achieving work/life integration has always been an implicit challenge for SWE members — whether “life” encompassed partners and children, aging parents, volunteerism, hobbies, or travel — it had not always been an explicit programming concern of the Society. Although occasionally addressed at the section level, work/life integration issues did not enter SWE’s official national programming until a career/life planning workshop was featured at the 1977 national convention. Work/life issues soon became embedded in SWE programming, helping SWE members advocate their personal and professional needs in an industry not accustomed to heeding them. “If I just pretend I am not married, not a potential mother, not a woman, maybe the problems will go away,” Catalyst founder Felice N. Schwartz theorized in “Riddle of the Ring,” published in the March/April 1992 issue of SWE Magazine. “But they won’t.”

– Troy Eller English, SWE Archivist

SWE’s e-book Work & Life Integration Playbook, published in 2014, explores methods for employees and employers alike to pursue, including flexible work environments and schedules, parental programs and dependent care, health and wellness initiatives, and financial programs. Download the Playbook at: http://societyofwomenengineers.swe.org/e-book-download

Challenging Assignments, Day Care Hours

The cover illustration of SWE’s May/June 1992 issue of U.S. Woman Engineer (SWE’s predecessor) portrays a woman engineer attempting to navigate her many personal and professional responsibilities. The issue included articles on the business case for family benefits, dual-career families, elder care, federal legislation, and company policies on maternity leave, negotiating part-time positions, and an exploration of the backlash against working mothers.

In her article “Riddle of the Ring,” Catalyst founder Felice N. Schwartz contemplated a recent trend of young professional women choosing not to wear wedding rings during job interviews, fearing that hiring managers would assume “some variation on the same old formula: Woman + Baby = No commitment.”
SHAPE YOUR CAREER AND THE LEADING-EDGE SYSTEMS OF TOMORROW ENGINEERING CAREERS AT NAVAIR

At NAVAIR, civilian engineers and scientists play a critical role in our nation’s defense by providing Sailors and Marines with weapons, aircraft, systems and other leading-edge technology. Arming our warfighters with confidence is a mission that demands only the most skilled and dedicated engineering professionals. Continue NAVAIR’s legacy of innovation by researching, testing and developing state-of-the-art solutions to support the warfighter on land, in the air or at sea.

Put your engineering skills to work at NAVAIR. To learn more, visit https://jobs.navair.navy.mil

LET’S GET TO WORK.